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GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Ave Barred From Re-Election 
  

by Benedict Thomas 
HOY A Assistant News Editor 

Student Senator Greg Ave (SBA 

86) will appeal his disqualification from 
the upcoming government (SG) elec- 
tions at the Student Senate meeting 

Sunday night, February 13. 

Ave was disqualified by the Election 
Commission last Sunday. February 6, 
for distributing a newsletter January 

31. The commission decided to dis- 
qualify Ave on two grounds; that his 
newsletter constituted campaigning 

prior to the officially permitted start at 
12:01 a.m. February 7, and that he had 
illegally used SG stationary for cam- 
paign purposes. 

Ron Williams, chairman of the Elec- 
tion Commission told The HOYA, the 
incident began when Student Senator 

Paul Evert (SES '86) approached he 

and SG President Monica Medina on 

January 20, "in normal procedure, ” to 
obtain permission to distribute a news- 

letter describing his SG achievements. 

Williams’ reply to Evert was that it 
would depend on the letter’s content, 

while Medina said she would not ap-- 
prove such a letter. 

Williams pointed out,| "He (Ave) 

didn’t go through the proper channels 
of student Government (as Evert did) 

to get his letter approved.” Williams 

continued to say, Ave could not make 
any differentiation in content between 
the letter in question and a possivle 

campaign letter. 

SG election rules campaigning as 
“posting signs, distribution of written 

material, and any effort to canvas 

voters.” The rules also prohibit the use 
of “University. or Student Government 

  

  

by Mitchell Wood 
HOY A Contributing Editor 
  

D.C. Superior Court Judge George 
Goodrich Tuesday ordered Howard 

University to temporarily reinstate the 

Editor-in-Chief of the Howard campus 
student newspaper, The Hilltop, pend- 
ing the outcome of the student's lawsuit 

against Howard. 
Janice McKnight, a senior with a 2.9 

grade point average. was expelled 
following the discovery of information 

that McKnight had omitted from her 

undergraduate application in 1979. But 
because the disciplinary action came 

only weeks after McKnight had written 
and published a two-part Hilltop story 

  

facilities supplies, or name in any phase 

-of the campaign,” as well as setting the 

campaign starting date. 
The newsletter Ave circulated out- 

lined his activities as a student senator 

and two topics of his concern which 
the Senate will debate in the near 
future, He concluded saying, “Thank 

you for your time, interest and sup- 
port.” 

Indicating he did not request votes 
nor memtion he would be running for 
reelection in the newsletter, Ave told 

The HOYA he released it with full 
knowledge of the campaign rules and 

did not feel he had violated those 
rules. 

“The Senate can’t allow the Election 
Commission to interpret the rules 

anyway they want,” asserted the fresh- 

man senator. Ave believes the com- 
mission established an arbitrary date 
after which they would consider activ- 
ity such as Ave's campaigning. 

Ave continued to say he might 
support a bill in the Student Senate 
establishing a date after which certain 

activities could be considered cam- 
paigning if such a bill should be 

introduced. However, the native Texan 
maintains he is “being disqualified on 
the basis of a rule that does not exist.” 

In response, Williams said, "the 
impact is there one week before the 
campaign starts; you're campaigning. 
The (campaigning) is what the com- 
mission felt he was doing.” According 

to Williams, Ave felt because the 
newsletter was not distributed during 

the designated campaign time slot the 
campaign rules do not apply, which 
says. Williams. is WEON... : 

covering a sex discrimination lawsuit 
against the University, directly in op- 
position to requests from Howard 
University President James E. Cheek 
that The Hilltop not cover the case, 
many students questioned the Univer- 
sity’s motives in the expulsion. 

On Howard's campus Tuesday, 
about 300 students, angered by the 
controversial expulsion of McKnight, 
marched ‘on the university grounds 
and called for the resignation of Pre- 

sident Cheek. A similar protest in 

‘support of McKnight last Friday at- 

tracted 800 students. 
During the march, students stopped 

outside several buildings and yelled to 
students attending classes, “Join our 

Howard University Student Association Resident Howard Newell (center) 
leads protest over student editor’ s expulsion. 
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The Election Commission voted 6-0, 
with two members not present, in favor 
of disqualifying Ave. They again voted 
last Monday, February 7, 7-1 not to 
rescind the decision after hearing an 
appeal from Ave. 

The Election Commission also ex- 
onerated Student Senator Ann Lowell 
(SFS 86) from allegations of illegal 
campaigning at last Sunday’s meeting. 

Lowell had visited freshman dormi- 

tory rooms over a period of two months 
soliciting questions and comments 
about SG activity from her freshman 
constituents. For those freshman she 
missed, she left a note asking for 
questions and comments along with 
her phone number. 

Williams emphasized, “there were 
no dissenting opinions. All the com- 
missioners felt what she had done was: 
right. It was part of a project. ..done 
over two months. Everything was 
above board with her.” 

    

Redmen Knock Off Hoyas 
Sports, page 10 
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Undecideds Lead S.G. Presidential Race 
  

by John Reagan 
HOY A Editor-In-Chief 3 
  

A large percentage of the student 
body is still undecided in their pref- 
erence for Student Government's 
highest office, a HOY A poll showed. 
The poll, which drew 522 respon- 
dents outside New South cafeteria, 
showed the team of Len Schoppa 
(SES '84) and Kathy McShea (CAS 
‘85) leading among the six slates 
running for office. 

“Undecided” earned 244 votes, 
or 46.7% of those responded. 
Schoppa/McShea pulled in 104 
votes, or 19.9%. In third was the 

team of Philip “Flip” Casper (CAS 
‘84) and Claude Harrison (SFS 84), 
who received 59 votes, 11.3% of the 
total. Tom McCarthy (CAS '84), 
and Linda Cristle (CAS '84) re- 
ceived 33 votes, 6.3% of these sur- 

veyed. Following up were John 
Verni (CAS '84) and Jim Rizzo (CAS 

'84) with 29 votes (5.5%), Jon Weiss 
(SBA '84) and Mark Sulam (SBA 
'84) with 27 votes (5.1%), and finally 

Danny Eaton (SES '84) and Jim 
Cornish (SBA 85), with 27 votes 
(4. 9%). 

Among those with a preference, 

“Schoppa/McShea earned 37.4% of 
“those polled, Casper/Harrison with 

21.2%, MecCarthy/Christle with 

11.9%, Verni/Rizzo with 9.7%, 
Weiss/Sulam with 9.7%, and Eaton/ 
Cornish with 9.4%. 

Schoppa/ McShea were most pop- 

ular among the Class of '85, earning 
48 of 101 responses of those who 

. had a preference. Casper/Harrison 
showed their greatest strength in 

the Class of ‘84, with 29 of 69 

responses of those with a prefer- 
ence. The other teams drew support 

“from no one class in particular. 
Eaton/Cornish drew only 4 female 
votes, with none of those votes from 
the classes of '83 or ‘84. A similar 
fate held for Weiss/Sulam, with 
only 3 underclasswomen and none 
from the junior or senior class np 
porting them. 

The HOY A will be sponsoring a 
similar poll next week, and before 
the election itself. Students are 
encouraged to a “Meet the Candi- 

dates” forum, sponsored by the 
HOYA. It will take place at 7 p.m. 
in the Healy Program Room, and 
will feature the SG presidential and 
vice-presidential candidates. 

The results of this random poll, 
of course are unscientific. 210 
females and 312 males were con- | 
tacted, with 57 seniors, 100 juniors, 
189 sophomores, and 176 freshmen 
taking part.     

College Republican Leaders Jack Abramoff and Rich Diefenbach con- 
gratulate the President on | his birthday. 

fight!” Prostesters carried signs read- 
ing: “Reinstate Janice McKnight: Her 
Injustice Could Be Your Own” and 
“Freedom of Speech is Dead at Howard 
University.” 

The march culminated in a rally 
outside the Johnson Administration 
Building, where Howard Newell, presi- 
dent of the Howard University Stu- 
dent Association, addressed the crowd. 
“We want to say that we want you to 

leave Howard University!” Newell 
shouted to an absent President Cheek. 

“We are Howard University. We 
want input into major decisions made 
by the administration—we're talking 
about our basic rights and academic 
freedom —the reality of our rights as 
students,” Newell explained. 

A press release from the Coalition 
to Save Howard University which call- 
ed for the resignation of President 
Cheek and several other top adminis- 
tration officials levelled charges of lack 
of concern for student grievances and 
insensitivity to the opinions of Ho- 
ward's predominantly black students 
body as well as issued complaints about 
several cases of alleged administration 
censorship of the student campus news- 
paper and radio. 

The organizers of the rally vowed to 
“march every day until McKnight is 
reinstated” and pledged to continue 
the effort to oust President Cheek. 

“He's gonna go, too. We're not gonna 
take this,” commented one Howard 
sophomore in the School of Liberal 
Arts, who was particularly concerned 

Firing Of Howard U. Editor Sparks Protest 
about the Administration s considera- 

tion of a proposal to eliminate de- 
ferred tuition payments. 

Achieving that goal may prove to be. 

very difficult. The administration has 
responded by issuing a statement deny- 
ing that there was any connection 
between the expulsion and the admin- 
istration’s opposition to McKnight’s 
Hilltop articles. On Monday, Cheek 
declared that he "will not resign” and 
following Superior Court Jydge Good- 
rich’s reinstatement order, lawyers for 

the university said that they would 
continue to press for McKnight's ex- 
pulsion. 

The McKnight case has attracted 
considerable interest from other Wash- 
ington college newspapers, who view 
the suit as a test ‘of administrative 
power over student newspapers’ rights 

of freedom of the press. 
“It’s not only an injustice that Ho- 

ward has ignored McKnight's First 
Amendment rights, but a further in- 

“justice that they've restricted her right 
to attend school,” said Tracy Todd, 
News Editor for the American Univer- 
sity Eagle. However, Todd expressed 
her belief that a similar action could 
not occur at American. “I don’t see 
how it could happen—we've had such 
a history of freedom of the press. 

At Catholic ‘University, one news 
writer for the Tower commented that: 

“We've been fairly lucky and have rela- 

tively good freedom from administra- 
tion control. The University trusts our 

Freeze, Seniors Discuss Graduation Options 
  

by Mary Prahinski 
1 HOY A News Editor 
  

J. Donald Freeze, S.J. University 

Provost met with members of the 

Senior class to discuss the options for 
a graduation ceremony in case of rain. 

The meeting was intended as a forum 

for students to present their options 

and for Fr. 
questions and make suggestions. 

Almost 40 seniors attended the 
Thursday evening session which took 

place in a classroom in the ICC. Their 

suggestions include trying to use the 
Capital Centre, the D.C. Convention 

Center or some other large local faci- 
lity to house a single ceremony for all 

parents, graduates, and friends. They 
also queried the Provost about the 

actual plans for the ceremony and the 
feasibility of separating the Commen- 
cement ceremony to keep it on cam- 
pus. 

Freeze to explain, ask 

Fr. Freeze explained that the prob- 
lem arose because, “we have no facility 
on campus large enough to hold the 
graduating class and 2 guests (apiece).” 
McDonough Gym will hold almost 
4,500 with the stands down; Gaston 
Hall, 700; The ICC Galleria, 600; and 
the Hall of Nations, 395 in chairs. 

At the conclusion of the evening, 
Fr. Freeze revealed, 1 lean toward 

individual ceremonies as rain sites. 
Give me time, [ will try to talk to as 

many people as possible to come up 
with the best solution for’all.” 

Marc Newman, Chairman of the 
Senior Class Committee, expressed 
their position on the issue following 

the meeting: “We support separate 
ceremonies for each school, with no 
major speaker, in case of rain. Each 

senior would be given 2-4 tickets for 
ceremonies for each school, with the 
deans, who had previously made small 

speeches, presenting diplomas individ- 

ually to the students with a handshake. 
This would allow some sort of cere- 
mony so that all may remember their 

graduation. We hope this year’s deci- 
sion will bring about a permanent solu- 
tion to the problem of rain sites for 
graduation.” 

Fr. Freeze reported that Pat Metz, 
the Director of the University Center 
had offered use of the tent rented for 
the Senior Ball, which will hold ap- 
proximately 5,000. Even though this 
presents a viable option it also brings 
problems. To keep the people by the 
sides dry in a driving rain, Fr. Freeze 
stated, “The flaps must come down, 
then the tent becomes a living sauna.” 

The heat problem also arises with 
the use of the un-airconditioned Mc- 
Donough Gym. In past years when it 
was used as the rain site the college's 
commencement was separated from 
the rest of the schools. The tempera- 
tures in the gym were extremely high 

even with tickets given to each gra- 

duate. Fr. Freeze described it: “It was 
ungodly. hot, forget the rain tickets 
and open the doors,” 

“It is not out of bad will, but out of 

your interests “that options are being 

considered revealed Fr. Freeze. “We 
. don’t want graduation ruined by heat.” 
He continued: I'm not against com- 

- mencement, I'm very much in favor of 
a beautiful ceremony, and what we 

© had'in the gym was substandard.” 
“It has to be raining at the time of 

the ceremony for the commencement 

to be moved. The first option is to 
postpone the ceremony for an hour. 
“If we have a rainstorm, the crew can 

wipe the chairs in 45 minutes to an 
hour,” Freeze explained. Then an out 
door graduation can continue as sche- 
duled. 

Fr. Freeze responded to the other 
options which were proposed. These 

Reagan Celebrates 72nd 
  

by Mary Prahinski 
HOY A News Editor 
  

Sixteen Georgetown students joined 
President and Mrs. Reagan and College 

Republicans for a celebration of the 
President's 72nd birthday. The cere- 

mony took place in the North Foyer of 

the White House, Sunday afternoon. 
The president responded to ques- 

tions from the group after he blew out 

the candles on his red, white and blue 
cake. “I feel great, better than I felt 20 
years ago,” he responded when queried 

about his health. 
Reagan gave his “standard response” 

saying that “This is not the time to 

decide,” when asked if he is seeking 

re-election, “It is the people who tell 
you if they want you to run.” To 

which the enthusiastic crowd respond 
with chants of “four more years!” 

One student seemed to express the 
sentiments of the largely Republican 
groupd saying “If you decide to run we 

will be out on the campaign trail for 

”" 
you.” The president Seemed quite’ 
pleased with this. Later he responded, 
“It would be a pleasure to run against 

(Senator) Alan Cranston.” 
The President used the attentive 

audience to lobby for a Republican 
congress. “All deomocratic presidents 

have had a deomocratic Congress. Let's 
work to get ourselves Congress as well 

as the Executive Branch,” he said. He 
went on to explain that this would help 
him getting his policies through. 

Reagan was optimistic ‘about his 
economic policies. “It-was their budget - 
until October 1981. It was July when 
the bottom fell out. Our policies didn’t 
begin until October 1 and since then 
things have been getting better.” He 
hoped that something could be done | 
about the continually mounting defi- 
cit. Reagan explained to the group, 
“We didn’t intend to stick your genera- 

tion with a $30 trillion debt.” He 
pledged to work to remedy the situa- 
tion. 

IRC Hosts Naimun XX 
  

by Megwin Finegan 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

United States Ambassador David 
Newson presided as the main speaker 

Thrusday .night at the opening cere- 

mony of the twentieth annual North 

American Invitational Model United 
Nations (NAIMUN) hosted by the 

International Relations Association, a 

Georgetown student sponsored or- 
ganization. 

The conference, composed of some 

120 Georgetown students and roughly 
2300 high school students from all 
over the country, will continue through 
Suriday at the Sheraton-Washington 
Hotel. 

Also welcoming the group were Sec- 
retary General Melissa LaTrobe- 

Bateman (SFS:'84) and Chairman of 
the Board of Directors of the Inter- 
national Relations Association Gregory 
McCarthy (SES 83). 

After the opening ceremony the par- 

ticipants set their agenda and broke 
up into their respectful committees. 
According to Steven Adragna, Under- 

Secretary General of the Security 
Council, NAIMUN “attempts to create 

as faithful a reproduction as possible 

of the U.N.” This is done through the 

simulation of certain major and minor 
committees such as the General As- 

sembly, the International Court of 

  

Father Freeze 
  

Justice, 

Council and the “prestigious” Security 
Council. 

In this simulation of the United 

Nations, Georgetown students com- 
prise the Secretariat, filling such posi- 
tions as Chairmen and Directors of 
various committees, secretaries and 
rapporteurs. The high school students 
meanwhile compete as delegates from 

countries all over the world. 

This morning NAIMUN participants 
will either be bussed to local embassies 
or representatives of the embassies 

will come to the hotel to meet and 
speak with the students. All together 
roughly 100 embassies, including those 

of almost all the major European 

Powers, will take part in NAIMUN. 
At a banquet in the Sheraton ball- 

room tomorrow night, Mr. Ivor 
Richard, a member of the European 

Economic Community, will serve as 
the main speaker. Mr. Richard, who is 
flying in from Belgium for the model 
U.N., occupied the post of Great 
Britain's Ambassador to the U.N. from 

1974 to 1979. 
The highlight of the conference will 

come at about 2:00 a.m., Sunday morn- 
ing when members of the simulated 
Security Council will awaken the del- 
egates to face a crisis situation. 

Adragna explains, “Information 
concerning a growing crisis has been 

interspersed throughout the confer- 
ence. The students have been led 
through peaks and valleys until they - 

believe the problem to have been 

_ resolved. This misconception is shat- 

tered early Sunday morning as the 
crisis enters a final, unexpected phase. 
This final disappointment adds to the 

effect of the conference, which is to 
engender a realistic understanding of 

international relations and the diffi- 
culties associated with them. 

Adragna describes the Model U.N. 
as the most challenging experience a 

high school student can have and the 

participants as “the best young minds 

inthe 11.5.” 
Throughout the conference any in- 

terested Georgetown students are 

welcomed and encouraged to come to 
the Sheraton-Washington Hotel and 
sit in on the sessions. 
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Senate Debates Black Lecturers 
  

by Anne Karkkainen 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

The Lecture Fund was a contro- 
versial item of discussion at this Sun- 
day’s, February 6, Senate meeting. The 
NAACP and the Black Student Al- 
liance (BSA), had requested weeks 

ago that a major black lecturer be 

brought to Georgetown in February 
for Black History Month, expressed 
their disappointment with the Lecture 
Fund’s action in this area. 

Con McGrath, Lecture Fund Chair- 
- man, appeared before the Senate after 
his presence was unanimously re- 
quested at the last meeting. 

He reported that the Lecture Fund 
continues to pursue Andrew Young. 
However, Young will not be able to 
appear in February. 

The Lecture Fund had apparently 
dropped all attempts to obtain the 
controversial Thomas Sowell as a 
speaker during Black History Month. 
In place of Sowell, the Lecture Fund ° 
plans to sponsor Dr. Benjamin Alex- 
ander, GU grad school alumus and 
president of the University of the 
District of Columbia. 

This suggestion was not warmly 

received by the members of the 

NAACP and BSA in attendance. 

George Jackson, of the NAACP Ex- 
ecutive Board, said that Dr. Alexander 

definitely does not have the organiza- 
tion’s support. 

Nor does he have the backing of 
Senator Danny Eaton, who originally 
brought the issue before the Senate. 
“We want a major lecturer in Febru- 

ary, with national prominence,” com- 
mented Senator Eaton. He went on, 
“His name just doesn't light any fires.” 

Senator Bart Edes added that “name 
recognition” was vital for a successful 
lecture. 

Senate President Chris Tiano spoke 
in favor of Dr. Alexander. He said, 
“Dr. Alexander has made great strides 
at the University of the District of 
Columbia. I applaud the choice.” 

McGrath further commented, “He - 
was chosen for what he represents.” 

He added that he hopes the BSA will 
work with the Lecture Fund, possibly 

co-sponsoring Dr. Alexander's lecture. 
Senator Edes commented, “Better 

planning and pursuing more than one 

major speaker for Black History Month 
is obviously necessary. These are sug- 
gestions for next year. It’s too late for 
now.” : 

President Tiano reiterated his offer 
to invite Congressman Augustus 
Hawkins (D-CA), Chairman of House 

Administration Committee to speak 
for Black History Month. The Senate 
unanimously approved the motion to 
invite Congressman Hawkins to lec- 
ture, sponsored by the Student Gov- 
ernment, as their contribution to the 
celebration of Black History Month. 

McGrath also reported that Kurt 
Vonnegut, author of Slaughter House 
Five, Cat's Cradle, and other modern 
novels, may appear. The Senate ap- 
proved the expenditure of $4100 for 
Vonnegut, should he accept the Lec- 
ture Fund's invitation. 

McGrath, commenting on the Lec- 
ture Fund in general, concluded “We 
try to provide suitable lectures, with a 
non-partisan selection.” 
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SENIORS 
LAST CHANCE! 

to have your FACE in the 
1983 Ye Domesday Booke 
Senior portraits being taken from ; 

February 22 to March 4 

Monday, Wednesday, Friday — 9:00-5:00 
Tuesday, Thursday, 1:00 — 1:00-9:00 - 

Appointments taken February 
Don’t Delay! 

14 — Until filled. 

: Call 625-4308, 9:00-5:00 or 
Stop by the SAC Office 
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GUPdate... 
Georgetown University Protective 

Services (GUPS) reported two thefts 
in the past week. They also reported 
that in the previous week 9 cases had 
been sent to the Adjudication Board. 

The 3rd Floor Healy offices of Uni- 
versity relations were entered some- 
time late Sunday or early Monday 

morning. There was no sign of forced 
entry; in fact it appeared that a key 

had been used to gain admission to the 

Development Office. Many small items 
including a Sony Walkman, several 
calculators, and a clock radio were: 

taken. Though nothing major was 

taken, the items stolen from the Uni- 
versity and 8 or 10 individuals was 
valued over $1,000. 

The Center Cafe was also the victim, 
of a robbery in which no forced entry 

.| was visible. Three hundred dollars was 

taken from the change fund after it 
had been placed in the locked cabinet 
between 12:15 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. 
Monday when the manager went to 
count it. One master key, or three 

other keys were necessary to have 
access to the money during the early 

morning hours Monday. GUPS re- 

quests that if anyone saw anything 
suspicious in the vicinity of the Center 

Cafe to notify them. DC Police are 
involved in investigations of both in- 
cidents. 

‘his name was taken, and adjudications 

GUPS was called to Henle apart- 
ment to protect one of its occupants 
from bodily harm. When officers en- 
tered the residence, drug paraphernalia 
and a plate of a brown substance, 
which was later determined to be 

marijuana, was in plain sight. 

A non-student, the sister of a Copley 
resident was using an old ID, that of a 
member of the class of ‘82 to enter 
University buildings. The 2 students 
who had given her the card were 
charged with violation of security re- 
gulations and guest policy. Another 
student who is white, loaned his ID to 
a black student so that the latter could 

gain admision the ICC. However, the 
discrepancy in skin color alerted secu- 
rity to this missuse of an ID. Adjudi- 
cation proceedings have been started 
in both cases. 

A resident of 2nd New North was 

charged with violation of alcohol po- 
licies and disorderly conduct. GUPS 
officers were summoned to the scene 

as a result of a noise complaint. They 
asked the students to quiet down and 

return to their rooms. Several refused 
and were then asked to produce IDs. 
After one student refused three times, 

procedures have started.     

  

Seniors! 

Looking For 
A Career? 
Register with the 
Career Placement 

Registry 

The National Computerized 
Employment Searching 

Service 

Your qualifications will be 
instantly available to over 
8000 employers. Total 
cost $8. No other fees 
charged. Over 5000 
seniors already registered. 
It costs nothing to find out 
more about CPR. Just 
complete and return the 
coupon. 

For Faster Action Call 
Toll-Free 1-800-368-3093 

In Virginia (703) 683-1085 

v Career Placement Registry, Inc. 
302 Swann Avenue 
Alexandria, Virginia 22301 

Name 

Address 

Cy: hs orn i aa 

State. > = Zip       

  

  

GUADALAJARA 
SUMMER 
SCHOOL 

University of Arizona offers 
more than 40 courses: anthro- 

pology, art, bilingual educa- 

tion, folk music and folk 
dance, history, political sci- 

ence, sociology, Spanish fan- 

guage and literature and inten- 

sive Spanish. Six-week ses- 
sion. July 4-August 12, 1983. 
Fully accredited program. 
Tuition $400. Room and 
board in Mexican home, 
$425. 

EEO/AA 

Write 

Guadalajara 

Summer School 

Robert L. Nugent 205 

University of Arizona 

Tucson 85721 

(602) 626-4729       

Lyn Nofziger 
To Lecture 

In ICC 
Special to the HOYA 
  

  

Lyn Nofziger, President Reagan's 
former Assistant For Political Affairs, 
will address a University audience and 

entertain questions afterwards on Feb- 
ruary 16 at 8 p.m. in ICC 115. 

Nofziger will be speaking on the 

current American political environ- 
ment and will discuss various com- 
munications issues as the second 
speaker in the “National Agenda Series 
83" presented by the Georgetown 
Young Americans for Freedom. 

Starting his career as a reporter and 
editor for the Copley News Service in 

the 50's, Nofziger's political experience 

began in 1966 as the Press Secretary to 
then-Governor Ronald Reagan. During 
the next ten years, Nofziger served as 
Communications Director for Reagan, 

Assistant to President Nixon for Con- 
gressional Relations and a variety of 
major political and communications 
positions. 

After serving as Press Secretary to 
Ronald Reagan during the 1980 cam- 

paign, Nofziger was appointed Assis- 
tant to the President for Political 

Affairs - where he served until Janu- 
ary of last year.     

Now, Nofziger a partner in a Wash- 

ington-based communications and po- 
| litical consulting firm that bears his 

name. Nofziger is still very active in 

National politics and many speculate 

that he and his consulting firm are 
conducting major political projects for 

the President. 

Correction: 

Due to a reporter's error, the 

amount to be paid to author Kurt 
Vonnegut for his April lecture 
should have read $4,100. 

        

KODAK DEALER 
which means lower prices for you! 

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
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      Starting February 15th, 

discount processing by District Photo. 

DISC 

Kodacolor 11 

C6135-24 

C 110-24 

C 110-12 

Tri-X Pan-20 

2 to 3 day basis. It’s 
not the cheapest, 
but it’s the best! 

Starting February 8, 
all Kodak processing 
will be available, on a 

Kodacolor 400-35-24 

Ektachrome 64 ER 135 20 

Also, FUJI Film at Similarly low prices. 

1983, 

$2.65 

$2.80 
$2.75 

: $1.95 
$1.95 

$3.40 

$3.85 
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Issue. 

8 Cuffed Together In New South 
  

by Tara McKelvey 
" HOYA Staff Writer 
  

Last Saturday night after being hand- 

cuffed together for 30 straight hours, 
eight freshmen raised $1,150 for Wash- 
ington’s Calvary Emergency Shelter 
for Women. 

' The “Shackled For Shelter” group 
consisted of Bill Ackerman, Ed Di- 
Geronimo, Bob Dougherty, Jesus Ji- 
menez, Claude Modesti, Tim Scanlon, 
Bob Stenson and Mike Woodrow. 

Deroy Murdock and Lance Keiffer 
refereed the stunt. 
'86) said, “People have to band to- 
gether to help the poor. Maybe we 
went a little too far, but we raised a lot 
of money for the shelter.” 

Most of the money was raised with 
the freshman class buying lottery tick- 
ets for the event. Nike donated sweat 

bands to the group so the handcuffs 
wouldn't chafe their wrists. Nike also 
donated T-shirts and a pair of sweats 

for the lotterys' third prize: won by 
Bill McMahon. 

Anheuser-Busch donated T-shirts 

and a keg of Budweiser to be given as 
second prize in the lottery. Paul Nappi 
held that Jucky ticket for that prize. 

But the lottery drawing on Saturday 
night caused a flurry of confusion for 

the first prize winners. Originally Bob 
Stenson drew the first place winning 
ticket of Timothy Peach and called 
the phone number on the ticket to tell 
Peach he had won. The phone number 

Woodrow , (SBA 

was illegible, so the group couldn't 

locate Peach and assumed the ticket 
was not a legitimate entry. Stenson 
made another public drawing at the 
party and announced that Mimi Smith 
had won the money. A few moments 
later, the group found out the original 

winner did exist. 

Later that night, Stenson announced, 
“I take full responsibility for the mis- 

take made, and we've all agreed to 
finance out of our pockets the prize 
for Mimi.” Claude Modesti said simply 
that the group made “a hasty decision” 

and the other members emphasized 
that the mix-up was “just a mistake” 

and that they had taken care of it by 
paying both winners. 

Although the project originally start- 
ed “as a joke,” it turned out to be a big 
success, for the District’s homeless 

battered women. After having decided 
to chain themselves together to raise 
money, the group asked the Commu- 
nity Action Committee (CAC) to sug- 
gest a worthwhile charity. Don Lude- 
man of the CAC referred them to the 
Calvary Baptist Shelter for Homeless 
Women, run by 1980 G.U. alumnus 

Brian Seagull. 
The Resident Assistant of first floor 

New South, Tom Esselman (SES 83), 
said that the activity wasn’t “something 
they've done for an ego trip,” (but 
was) “a really worthwhile project.” 
Maura Harrington (CAS ’86) said, “I 
think it's a great idea, especially be- 
cause it’s for battered women. Shelters 
like that don’t get a lot of attention.” 

The HOY A Remembers... 
  

  

    

  

Going glock ise om Bob Dougherty (t eo e 

  

r backwards) 
the group consisted of Ed Di Geronimo, Deroy Murdock (referee) Bob 
Stenson, Bill Ackerman, Lance Keiffer (the other referee), Mike Woodrow, 
Jesus Jimenez, Tim Scanlon and Claude Modesti, etc: etc. ad infinitum. 
  

Early Decision Students Visit 
  

i" by Rosemarie Emanuele 
HOYA Staff Writer t 
  

Seventy-five early decision students 

visited Georgetown last weekend in 
the first of two “Early Decision” week- 

ends sponsored by the Student Admis- 
sions committee. 

Approximately four hundred stu- 
dents were accepted under the Early 

Decision program for the class of 1987, 
all of whom were invited to attend one 

of two weekends designed to give the 
candidates a glimpse of the University. 

These students enjoyed a luncheon 

with the dean of their appropriate 

SAC Director Goes Astray 
One year ago: The Feb. 12, 1982 

HOYA led its issue with news that the 
trial between the University and the 

~ Gay People of Georgetown University 

(GPGU) was to begin in a matter of 
weeks. However, a year later, the 

decision by Judge Sylvia Bacon has 
still not been released... The 1981 

Middle States Report was released, 
citing GU for an inadequate library 

system. The Lauinger and Blommer. 
(Reiss) libraries were ranked 70th out 
of 101 college library systems surveyed 

.. The Orange fell with a thud as the 

Hoyas romped over Jim Boeheim's 

five. 96-79. at the Capital Centre... 

Eleven years ago: Renovations began 
on White-Gravenor building, shutting 
down classes in that location. Plans 

had the bookstore moving out of the 
basement, replaced by the registrar, 
and “soundproofing” of windows facing 

the National air traffic ...23 charges 
of mail fraud and embezzlement were 

levied at Robert Dixon, (CAS. 00). 
“former Student Activities Director. 
  

Due to space 

considerations, Greg 

Nemrow’s “Georgetown 

Seccession, Part II” will 

be run in our Feb. 18th     

  

Dixon funneled nearly $90,000 out of 
the student club while in his post. 
Nearly $80.000 of the money was taken 
from the HOY A budget, which saw its 

revenues fall from-a $20,000 profit in 
1968 to 0 in 1971. Dixon had allegedly 

established an account in the name of 

“The HOYA™ at a local bank. However, 

when a check bounced and the bank 

notified the real HOYA instead of 
Dixon. the house of cards collapsed . . . 

Twenty-one years ago: Responding 

to complaints of noisy autos around 

the building, the Feb. 15, 1962 HOY A 
told how the University put the north 

entrance of Copley “off limits” be- 

tween 8 p.m. and 6 a.m. It drew fury 
from Copley residents... Arthur O’- 
Leary. S.J., former University presi- 

dent, died at 74 . . . St. Joseph's ran by 
the Hoyas. 81-70, in action at the 

Palestra . . . 
Forty-one years ago: Edmund Walsh, 

S.J.. University Vice-President and 

Sehool of Foreign Service founder, 
«blasted. the LLS..War..position. in. the. 

Feb. 11. 1942 HOYA. In a speech in 

Boston, he claimed that America was 
nearer to defeat than at anytime since 
the founding of the nation... An edi- 
torial urged that students go and visit 

Washington, claiming that “familiarity 

breeds contempt”... An air raid drill 
was held across the campus. the first 

of the war... : 

Sixty-one years ago today: The 
HOYA made national headlines in its . 
Feb. 12, 1922 issue by calling for an 

arena auditorium to be built in Wash- 

ington. Papers from the Boston Herald 
to the New York Times to the Phila- 

delphia Bulletin came out and sup- 
ported the little paper's views. . . Still 

no word on the fire that swept through! 
(Old) North Building the previous 
week. The HOY A coverage of the fire 

beat even the Washington dailies in 
speed hitting the streets... The HOY A's 

accounts of a student whose victrola 
blared the contemporary tune “Keep 
the Home Fires Burning” during the 
blaze was picked up. on the national 

wire services. Eorthe young HOY Au it. wise 
was indeed a momentous two weeks. . . 

    
  

provided by C.A.C. 

Call:   

CHESS PLAYERS 

Georgetown University’s Community Action Coalition 
and the D.C. Public School System 

need chess players to teach the game to 4th grade students once a 
week for one hour. The program attempts to heighten mathematical 
abilities. Schools will be in N.W. and transportation money will be 

Class size will be approximately 10 students. 

Connie Spinner at 724-4400 or 
Philip DeCosse at 342-2486.     

  

  

  

QS Georgetown 
Wisconsin & K Sts. NW 

333-2897 

  

GREAT LIVE 
ROCK & ROLL 

EVERY WEEKEND! 

free adm. 7:30-9:00 PM 

  

THIS Wed., Feb. 16, 9 PM ONLY 

GROWING UP 
DIFFERENT 

Get in free with college 1.D.! 
Cheap beer and pizza prices! 

  

Thur., Feb. 17, 8 & 11 PM 
TAMMY WYNETTE 

  

Sun., Feb. 20, 9 PM 
THE RAVYNS 

  

Tues. Feb. 22, 8 & 11 PM 

STEVE FORBERT 

  

Sun., Feb. 27,8 & 11 PM 

POUSETTE— 
DART BAND 

  

Sun./ Mar. 6, 8 & 11 PM 
TOWER OF POWER 
  

Tues., Mar. 8,8 & 11 PM 

JESSIE WINCHESTER 

  

Thur., Mar. 10, 8 & 11 PM 
LEO KOTTKE 

  

Tickets at Ticketron 
And The Bayou Nightly.       

  
Interested in 

Advertising/Business? 

Work for Georgetown’s finest 
student newspaper. 
Both work-study and 

non-work-study positions 
are available. 

For more information, Contact: 
James, George or Barbara. 
at 625-4454.       

  

    

    

   

   

I'm really into living well. Wall-to-wall 
posh. Woofers & tweeters every- 

where, a houseboy, solar pool, 
RUMPLE MINZE, a 
two-star chef, & 
other niceties. 

Rumple Minze? 
Keep talking. 

Imported by W.V. Elliott Co. Sole U.S. Agent, 
New Britain, CT, U.S.A. 100 Proof Peppermint Schnapps. 

Enjoy in Moderation. 

    

    

    

    
     

schools, a night tour of Washington 
and the monuments, a panel of speak- 
ers representing different services of- 
fered at the university, and a catered 
dinner. 

Ellen Johnson and Mark Lanspa, 

co-coordinators of the weekends, men- 
tioned that these weekends are very 
important. Students accepted under 
Georgetown'’s early decision program 

are not bound to attend the university 
and are often considering other 
schools. This helps them see the school 
as it is before deciding. 

A questionnaire answered by those 
attending showed that many who were 

previously undecided about George- 

town were more inclined to choose 
the university after their experience 
here. Many pointed out that they were 
pleased with the social life they en- 

countered here. They felt that this had 
helped make the weekend all the more 
enjoyable. Mark Lanspa attributes this 

in part to the many planned activities 
which were organized for the students. 
Ellen Johnson added that a second 
Early Decision weekend will be held 

from February 18-20. 

   

  

Graduation 

Friday, February 11, 1983 

  

continued from page 1 

Constitution Hall and the new DC 
Convention Center. For the most part 

all have been discounted. He went on 
to explain the reasons why. 

The DC Fire Marshall’s Office will 
not permit Yates Field House to be 
used even though it could adequately 

hold the crowd. It does not have 
enough exits to allow the large number 
of people to exit in an arderly fashion 
in case of an emergency. “It simply 
cannot be used for crowds with chairs,” 
he explained, “people will be trampl- 
ed.” In spite of appeals by the Univer- 
sity to the Fire Marshall it can't be 
used. 

“We couldn’t get the room in the 
Convention Center, which holds 9,000 
people. It was already booked solid,” 
reported Fr. Freeze. In the past, pro- 
tests have also arisen at the suggestion 
of taking ceremonies away from cam- 

‘ceremony. 

pus thus breaking tradition. 

Several years ago, DAR Constitution 
Hall was used as a rain site. Parking is 

almost impossible to find in the area, 
since it is located near the tourist 

havens of the White House and the 
Mall, and this will be during the major 
tourism season in town. Constitution 
Hall is too small to permit a single 

and possible the other schools would 
have to be separated to allow for 
seating of the graduates and the guests. 
The Capital Centre would be large 

enough to hold the crowd, but it pre- 
sents other problems. Freeze stated, "1 
find it a travesty to have the Capital ; 
Centre and graduation together.” It'is 
at least a 45 minute drive from campus, 
so busses or some other form of trans- 
portation for the ceremony. The com- 
bination of the sports arena and the 
ceremony is offensive to some con- 
cerned. 

The HOYA, Page 3 
Z 

Even there, the College 

  Hilltop 
continued from page | 

judgement.” 
But Don Brugkner, Managing Editor 

for the Georgetown University HOYA, 
said that if a similar situation arose; 
for example from the controversial 
Gay People of Georgetown University 
lawsuit, the administration “might be 
tempted to try and find some disci- 
plinary action” to take against the 
writers. “The media board proposal 
was a blatant attempt by the adminis- 
tration to control the University stu- 

dent press.” : 
Editors at George Washington's Ha- 

tchet also expressed their sympathy 
for Janice McKnight. The staff of 
Trinity College's Crimson Times was 
unavailable for comment. 

The debate over the expulsion and 
the student response is likely to con- 

tinue on the Howard campus for some 
time. Judge Goodrich’s reinstatement 
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SAT SGT SSR HD 

Schools of Medicine 
and Veterinary Medicine 

Now accepting applications for study leading to 
degree in both Medicine and Veterinary Medicine. 
Courses taught in English. Programs under guidance 
of American Dean utilizing American curriculum. 
Transfer students accepted. Semesters begin March 
and July 1983. We are an accredited school and listed 
in W.H.O. and affiliated with U.S. hospitals for 

ciinical rotation. Direct inquiries to: 

Ross Universit 
Portsmouth, Dominica, W.I. Attention: Mr. Butler 

or Caribbean Admissions, Inc. 

16 West 32 Street, New York, N.Y. 10001 

i Ross University 
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order is set to expire on February 18, 
and lawyers for both Howard Univer- 
sity and Ms. McKnight are gearing up 
for a hearing to be held on that date. 

’ 

  

INTERNATIONAL 
CAREER? 

A representative 

will be on the campus 

WEDNESDAY 

FEBRUARY 23, 1983 

to discuss qualifications for 

advanced study at g 

AMERICAN 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

and job opportunities 

in the field of 

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
  

Interviews may be scheduled at 

CENTER FOR CAREER 

PLANNING 

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL 

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 

Thunderbird Campus 
Glendale, Arizona 85306       

  

FR 
11 

206, 7:00 pm. 

SAXA 

e German Club Faschingfest, Max Blob’s Park. 7:00 pm-2:00 am, $7 club members, $8 non-members. 
o J-uzo-Brazilian Club Carnaval, New South Faculty Lounge, $4 admission plus free drink. 
e SEC Movie: The World According to Garp. LA6 Med-Dent, 7:30 pm. $2.50/$1.50 w/SES card. 
eo M&B: LOOT. Stage III Poulton, 8:00 pm. $3.50. 

FEBRUARY 11, 1983—- FEBRUARY 17, 1983 
e China Circle Chinese New Year Party, Darnall Formal Lounge, $1.00. A 

e Campus Ministry: Sacrament of Penance, Dahlgren Chapel, 1:00 pm— 1:30 pm. 
Gospel Choir, Mr. Rawn Harbor, Dahlgren Crypt, 6:30 pm. 

eo WROX 690AM: BAD Music with Rob & Tom. The best of the worst. 8:00-10:00 am every Friday. 
History of Heavy Metal. 8:00 pm. 

e Black History Month Lecture: Dr. Edwin Nichols, clinical psychologist, “The Black Family.” WGR 

  

SA 
SEC Movie: The World According Garp. LA6 Med-Dent, 7:30 pm. $2.50/$1.50 w/ SES card. 

oe M&B. LOOT. Stage III Poulton, 8:00 pm. $3.50. ; 

  

SU 
13 
MO 
14 

12:00 noon. 

eo WROX 690AM: “Captured Live” — Split Enz in concert w/ interviews, 10:00 pm. 

e WROX 690AM: Student Government Report, 8:00 pm. 
e SEC Valentine Semi-Formal; Copley Formal Lounge, 8:00 pm-12:00 am. $7 per couple includes a 

bottle of champagne and two carnations. 
e Black History Month: Wollshoty Families Moving Up, Part II, Dr. Flora Bryant, 127 Kober-Cogan, 

/ 

  

15 

e Short Stop Series: Rohard "Cohen, Washington Post columnist, Healy Program Room, 12:15 pm. 
eo “Dialogue with Arab Intellectuals,” Halim Barakat, ICC 563, 5:30 pm, RSVP 625-3128. 
e G.U. Right to Life Meeting, Healy 104, 8:00 pm. 
e Democratic Socialists of America General Meeting, WGR 203, 8:15 pm. 
eo Students of Christian Science at G.U., 1560 Lauinger, 5:30-6:30 pm. 
eo WROX 690AM: Sports Rap with Mike Lavallato, 8:00 pm. 
  

WE 

for Freedom. 

. Dent. 

e District Action Project presents: Gods of Metal, a film portraying the new, grass-roots, anti-nuclear 
movement. Healy 103, 8:00 pm. 

e Daily Morning Prayer, Copley Crypt, 7:30 am. 
e Campus Ministry: Sacrament of Penance, Dahlgren Chapel, 4:30 pm —5:30 pm. 

Protestant Choir, Ms. Terry Thatcher, Dahlgren Crypt, 5:30 pm. 

Chapel Choir, Dr. Elaine Rendler, Dahlgren Chapel, 7:00 pm. 
Bible Study and Spiritual Growth Group, Healy 108, 7:00 pm. 
Ashes will be distributed during the following Dahlgren Masses: 8:00 am, 12:10 pm, 10:30 pm, 
and 11:15 pm. In addition there will be a 5:15 pm Service of Ashes and Penance, not a Mass. 

e Intercultural Coffee Hour, ICC 450, SLL Conference Room, 4:00— 5:15 pm. OIP. 
e Gay People of Georgetown Meeting, ICC 209A, 8:00 pm. 
* “American Political Environment 1983-1984,” Lyn Nebr ICC 115, 8:00 pm. Yong Athericans 

eo WROX 690AM: “Cutter & Shread,” 8:00-10:00 am. 
Funk on WROX with Don Sparks, 10:00 am-12:00 noon. 
“Spotlight” the amateur hour on WROX, call in to participate. 625-6465. 

» Black History Month: Issues and Perspectives in Minority Medical Education, 7:00 pm, GA2 Med- 

  

TH 
17 

Reggae, 11:00 pm. 

Copley, X4308.   e Campus Ministry: Sacrament of Penance, Dahlgren Chapel, 12:45-1:15 pm. 
G.U. Christian Fellowship Meeting, Harbin Formal Lounge, 7:30-9:00 pm. 

e “The African Connection,” Progressive Student Coalition, WGR 201A, 8:00 pm. 
¢ Amnesty International Meeting, ICC 108. 
e SEC Movie: Romeo & Juliet, Reiss 103, 8:00 pm, $2/$1 w/SES card. 
eo WROX 690AM: Sports Talk, 8:00 pm. 

EERE RE ERS RRR EER RA RRA RRR EEE RA RAAF AAI EE RF SRSA REE ERR SEXP X EFEX REEF AFF E EFA SAS FFA F EEF ESFF FARRER SEAS XIE SR 

Senior Yearbook Portraits: Appointments taken beginning February 14th, 9-5, in the Student Activities Office, B-17 

Peg the Keg Contest, German Club & Dixie Liquors, $2 can win you a beer keg if a series of clues are correctly 
solved. Mon. thru Fri. until Feb. 25th, 1:15-2:30 pm. Pick up clue sheets in Healy Basement. 

Deadline for Saxa Calendar is 5 pm onthe Monday prior to the Friday 

of publication in the Student-Activities Office. 
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-One of the major problems associated with 

running a campus newspaper that is written 

and edited by college students but funded by 

university money is the constant question of 
who exactly, the Administration or the student 

editors, ultimately controls the paper. 

At Howard University last week, the 

Editor-in-Chief of the campus newspaper, The 
Hilltop, was expelled from the University on a 
technicality. Three years ago, Janice McKnight 

neglected to inform the Admissions Office that 

she had attended Syracuse University for a 
while, and during her tenure there, had not 

been a student in good standing. 
Not having direct access to Ms. McKnight’s 

files, we cannot dispute the University’s claim 

that she did indeed mislead the University: on 

her application. 

But we do question the timing of Ms. 
McKnight’s expulsion, for the action was taken 

very shortly after the Editor-in-Chief of the 

nation’s largest black collegian newspaper 

accused Howard University President James 

Cheek with intimidation and charged that top 
university officials and lawyers attempted to 
censor an article McKnight had written about 
a sex discrimination lawsuit against the Uni- 

versity. 

The University would provide, according 

to a letter from President Cheek to McKnight, 

an independent legal counsel to which 
McKnight and her staff would “submit to 
counsel prior to publication any article that 

could conceivably contain defamatory mate- 
# rial.” 

At Georgetown last year, the student campus 

media was faced with the prospect of a Media 
Board, which the newspapers and other 

Last weekend; eight freshmen from First 

pe “New South handcuffed themselves together 

“for thirty hours straight. A gimmick? Sure it 

was—but it was a gimmick with a point. It 

raised $1,150 for the Calvary Shelter for 

Homeless Women, a local charity. Such good- 

natured altruism is commendable, and every- 

one involved with the project deserves ap- 

plause for a job well done for a worthy cause. 

“Shackled for Shelter,” as the stunt was 

called, serves as a public reminder of the ability 

and opportunity of Georgetown students to 
make a positive difference in their community. 

Happily, there are other ways, not as public 

but nevertheless important, for Georgetown 

students to involve themselves in charitable 

activities. The District Action Project and the 

Community Action Coalition provide a mul- 

titude of such activities, as does Alpha Phi 

Last 
There’s a movement afoot in the D.C. City 

Council to raise the drinking age here for beer 

and wine from 18 to 21. Such a measure would 

neither cut down on drunk driving in Wash- 

ington or prevent the city from becoming a 

magnet for teenagers from Maryland and 

Virginia, both of which are in the process of 

raising their drinking ages. Something can be 

done by us to prevent this proposal from 
becoming law. 

The sponsors of the bill fear an influx of 

suburban teenagers into Washington if and 
when legislation raising the drinking age goes 

into effect in Maryland and Virginia. Because 

beer and wine is easily purchased by minors in 

most areas anyway, it seems unlikely that such 

an influx really would occur. 

It’s apparent that the current D.C. structure 

for purchasing alcohol works well. Partially 

because Washington's 18 to 20 year-olds can 

now buy only beer and wine, members of that 

age group were involved in only 25 out of 

3,826 alcohol-related driving arrests in 1982, 

according to D.C. Department of Transpor- 

tation figures quoted in The Washington Post. It 

seems improbable that a change in legislation 

in neighboring areas could have a tremendous 

enough effect on that figure to necessitate the 

proposed City Council bill. 

The high incidence of driving-while in- 

At The Hilltop 
campus publications strongly opposed, com- 
plaining that the Board would increase Ad- 

ministration control and limit the students’ 
right to a free press. 

And last spring, at Villanova University, 

which is run by the Catholic Augustinians, a 

pro-choice editorial in The Villanovan resulted 
in the Administration’s withdrawing all fund- 

ing for the paper until an apology from the 

student editorial board was published. 
Student papers must be autonomous and 

free from administration control; the papers 

are not meant to be organs of the University 

Public Relations Office, but of the student 

body. 

The disciplinary action taken against 
McKnight comes much too closely on the heels 
of her feud with the officials of Howard Uni- 

versity for the timing to be merely coinci- 

dental. The expulsion of Janice McKnight 
from the school seems to be a clear case of a 

university administration seeking to exert its 
power over the student media through 

desperate tactics such as attempted censorship 

and harassment. 

The controversy over how much control or 

influence a university should have over stu- 

dent newspapers will go on for a long time, 

long after the McKnight case is closed, and 

many other student editors may be confronted 
with a similar situation. 

The HOYA fully supports Janice McKnight 

and her fellow staff members at The Hilltop in 

their fight for a free student press and against 

the tactics of an over-zealous University Presi- 

dent. Freedom of the press is absolute —it is 
either absolutely defended or absolutely 
worthless. 

Getting Together 
Omega, a service fraternity. 

Among the various possibilities are: tutoring 

grammar ‘school students, legal services 

screening, running soup kitchens for the needy 

on Sunday mornings, and manning phones at 

various shelters. Other choices are: helping 

cultural youth programs, elderly outreach, and 

refugee assistance. 

The list goes on. The point is that we not 
only can, but should give something of our- 
selves to others when we can. Most of us can 
afford a little time, and certainly a little money. 

It is in the tradition of Catholic universities to 
serve beneficent functions for neighbors, and 
the tradition is a good one. The HOYA urges 
active participation, in whatever way best suits 
you as an individual, in community assistance. 
It is a rewarding experience. 

Call? 
toxicated (DWI) fatalities and accidents over 

the past few years has strengthened efforts to 

raise the drinking age in states across the 

nation. Legislators eagerly approve such 

measures to gain popular support. In some 

areas, laws raising the drinking age do have 

some effect on alcohol-related accidents, but 

they fail to deter the vast majority of DWI 

accidents, which are caused by people over 21. 

Also, Washington has had so few accidents 

caused by drivers under 21 that the legislation 

now under review would most likely have no 
effect. 

We can do somotiing about this situation. 

One of the bill’s two sponsors is Councilman 

John A. Wilson, whose district includes 

Georgetown. He sponsored the bill at the 

behest of the Georgetown Citizens Association. 

According to Councilman John Ray, the bill 

will pass unless the council feels that there is 

widespread opposition to it. Georgetown stu- 

dents should write to express their opinion on 

this matter to either Councilman Wilson or 

Councilman Ray, who chairs the Consumer 

and Regulatory Affairs Committee that must 

approve the bill before it goes before the whole 
City Council. = 

The days of widespread student activism 

have passed, but we must take action if we wish 

to prevent our rights from being abridged. 

      
  

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

East Campus Residents Speak Out 
To the Editor: 

We the residents of Loyola would 
like to respond to what we believe to 
have been irresponsible journalism on 
the part of the HOY A. In an editorial 
entitled “An Equal Chance for All” in 
the February 4th issue, the HOYA 
Board of Editors lambasted the resi- 
dents of Loyola for “demanding” to be 

given a preference in the Nevils lottery 

as a result of having to tolerate the 
inconveniences caused by the Nevils 
renovation. While not challenging the 
right of the HOY As editorial board to 
form and publish their own opinion, 
we would just like to question'how the 
process for obtaining the information 
that the editorial was based upon was 
conducted. 

Not a single Loyola resident was 
ever contacted by the HOYA with 

regard to the Nevils construction issue. 
If it had, it would have discovered that 
Loyola residents did not demand that 

they be given a preference for the new 
rooms in Nevils. Instead, we had mere- 
ly met with Dean Schuerman to discuss 
the possibility of receiving some form 

of recompense for the great incon- 
venience caused us by the construction 
on Nevils. One of the suggestions pro- 

posed was the preference selection in 

the Nevils lottery. 
However, after an informative meet- 

ing with Dean Schuerman, it quickly 
came to be seen that this kind of 
arrangement would be unfair to the 

housing community-at-large. As to the 

editorial’'s statement that “Dean 

Schuerman said no, and the debate 
continues,” there was/is no debate. 

The representatives. of East Campus 

left their meeting with Dean Schuer- 
man, after having discussed the Nevils 
issue and other alternatives with him, 

“in a cooperative and undemanding 

manner, in a forward-looking spirit, 
with the assurance that Dean Schuer- 
man would consider any suggestions 

as to how Residence Life could com- 

pensate East Campus for their con- 
siderable inconvenience. unemployment, has 

As to the editorial’s question “Should 
Loyolans be given the first crack at 
Nevils after all?” the paper would have 
discovered, if it had polled East 
Campus residents following the meet- 
ing with Dean Schuerman three weeks 
ago, that the plurality was of one mind 

with him on this issue. Clearly, the rest 

of the college community would have 
been placed at an unfair disadvantage 

regarding this arrangement. 
Without a doubt, this editorial was a 

classic example of irresponsible jour- 
nalism. Not a single resident of the 

East Campus community was ever 
contacted by the paper to present 
their side of the issue. If so, the HOY A 
board of editors would not have printed 
such a superficial and unfair portrait 
of the residents of East Campus. The 
press has the responsibility to examine 

both sides of an issue before arriving 

i
 

  

at any conclusion. In this instance, this 

fundamental principle was totally ig- 
nored. Therefore, we believe the 
HOY A should retract the editorial and 
offer an apology to the residents of 
East Campus. 

The HOYA nver used the word 
“demand” in our Feb. 4th editorial, 

and we apologize to those members of 

the East Campus who read any such 
influence. An editorial is simply com- 

ment by the Editorial Board on the 
news; in this case, an article by Anne 
Schafly on the lottery and the dialogue 

between Dean Schuerman and Loyola 

residents. Two residents of East 

Campus, one of whom is a member of 
the HOYA Editorial Board, were con- 
sulted. We are sorry for any misunder- 

standing, but the HOY A supports the 

principle of its editorial — Ed. 

Give Reagan A Chance 
To The Editor; 

I would like to take this opportunity 
to respond to what I consider to be an 

unfair attack upon the President of the 
United States. I am referring to the 
article written by Michael Davis about 
the alleged failure of the Reagan ad- 
ministration, which appeared in the 
Viewpoint section of the Feb. 4 edition 
of the Hoya. 

I feel that it is very unfortunate that 
an article dealing with an evaluation 
of this nature take a totally unilateral 
opinion and substantiate it with more 
subjective condemnations than facts. 
Before Mr. Davis, or anyone else for 

that matter, dismisses the Reagan pre- 
sidency as a “disaster” after only two 
years in existence, some hard, cold 
facts ought to confront them. 

First, the economy should not be 
seen as the confused mess which some 

individuals glibly portray it. Leading 
economic indicators are up, housing 
starts are up, inflation is way down, 

and even Reagan's biggest perplexity, 
recently gone 

down. In foreign affairs, the United 

States is currently involved in sets of 
nuclear arms reduction talks, the So- 
viets have not attempted to venture 
into another foreign country, and both 
Vice-President George Bush and Sec- 
retary of State George Schultz are 
currently visiting Europe and Asia, 
respectively. 
What I find even more contemptible 

about this commentary, however, is 

the personal attack which was waged 
against the President. Terms such as 

rabid idealogue, bull-headed, and a 
void in leadership are a little too 
volitale for any credible description 
and evaluation. I was surprised to see 
that President Reagan was not also 
attacked for his age, and perhaps his 
height, weight, and eye color. Per- 
sonally, I find Reagan's habit of main- 
taining his principles and looking out 
for the future of our economy, national 
defense, and American culture an 
admirable and strong trait. 

: Jim Barry 
SES "86 

Cassidy's Abortion Stance Attacked 
To the Editor: 

Mr. Stephen Cassidy (SFS '86) re- 
sponded to the HOY A's invitation to 
submit material on the abortion issue 
in the spirit of “open-minded-"ness. I 

. wish now to respond to Mr. Cassidy's 

own invitation for comment on the 
abortion issue that “our nation would 
be better served by a calmer, well 
thought out analysis of the issues.” 

Had he done only what he asks of us in 
this request, my comment would not 

be needed. 
Paragraph by paragraph, Mr. Cas- 

sidy, displaying at once ‘an affinity for 

the self-contradictory and then for the 

ridiculous, constructs his putative “well 
thought out analysis” on intellectual 
quicksand. 

Mr. Cassidy thinks he can please 

everyone (a la John Anderson) by 
claiming personal opposition to abor- 
tion but affirming every woman'’s sup- 
posed “right” to obtain one. The logical 

link between one’s opposition to and 

one’s sanction of the same thing is 
missing, Apparently this young man is 

confused: he believes that when a 
thing is wrong, it is then a person's 
“right” to exercise that wrong. The 
characteristic of right and wrong that 
he ignores is that if a thing is wrong, it 

is then universally wrong for others as 
well as oneself. That characteristic of 
law befogs Mr. Cassidy. He later at- 

tempts to justify his mutually exclusive 

understandings of the nature of law 
and morals by citing the self-contra- 

dictory proposition, “There was no 
absolute, only possibilities.” What 
“possibilities” might then exist, he 

admits, includes ‘the nebulous. Mr. 

Cassidy's predilection toward finding 

an absolute to justify himself, i.e., no 
absolutes, undercuts the onto-logical 

basis for the validity of his ridiculous 

notion. 
Because Mr. Cassidy can find no 

clear consensus as to when human life 

begins, he feels the question must go 

unanswered. “Consensus” alone justi- 
fies no principle—the Nazi consensus 

was no more valid morally than would 

a consensus against the proposition 
“2+2=4" be valid mathematically. 

Such a claim, well thought our reflec- 

tion escapes Mr. Cassidy. 

Had Mr. Cassidy engaged his pen 
and his brain ‘at the same time when 
writing his letter, he might not have 

arrived at his unfortunate warning that 
one cannot ‘presuppose’ that an 
embryo is indeed “human life.” Can it 

be else? An uncontrovertible proof 

might be that no woman has ever 
given birth to a cow. That would not 
even require of Mr. Cassidy a calm, 
well thought out analysis of the issues. 

The human fetus is no less uniquely 
human than is Mr. Cassidy, who might 

be labelled by his own calm logic as a 
large bunch of “living cells.” I give him 

more credit, credit that is due to a 

human being, and thus, one’s will to 
abort him at this later stage of devel- 

opment would be justly subordinated 

to his right to life. : 
But my favorite comment from the 

irrespressible Mr. Cassidy is this: 

“The outlawing of abortion 

would result in the government 
enacting the moral position of 
one segment of our scciety. 

Throughout the nation’s history 
governmental legislation of 

morality has ended in chaos and 
failure.” 
Mr. Cassidy has neglected the moral 

determination inherent in every piece 

of legislation ever enacted by our gov- 
ernment. Something as basic as civil 
rights legislation or laws against murder 

are two examples from the many, too 
many to list’here or anywhere by a 
single human hand, of the enactment 
of the moral position of one segment 

of our society, albeit a constitutionally 

restrained majority. Mr. Cassidy can- 

not say the same for the process that 
legalized abortion.: 

If Mr. Cassidy would limit Wimeals in 

his * ‘consensus among the scientific 
community” to only the appropriate 
science, biology, he might find a 

clearer, more well thought out under- 
standing, more so than the truly scien- 
tific but unenlightening opinion of the 
biologist on this issue. We could then 

_ begin a calmer, more well thought out 
analysis of what is at issue: a human 

being’s right to life vs. the mother's 

putative right to a dead fetus "for 
any... reason, or for no reason at all.” 

Henry Y. Walker 

CAS 86 

“Pro-Choice” Not The Issue 
To the Editor, 

I am writing in response to Stephen 
Cassidy’s defense of the “pro-choice” 

position on abortion. 

Mr. Cassidy states that he is ““per- 

sonally opposed” and “repulsed” by 
abortion. Yet, he does not feel that the 
government has the right to legislate 

against it. If the government does not 
have the right, indeed the obligation, 
to protect innocent human life, then 
what authority does it possess? . 

Secondly, Mr. Cassidy declares that 

there is “no consensus in the scientific 
community” on whether a fetus is a 
human life, therefore he infers that the 
burden of proof lies with the pro-life 
side. That conclusion mystifies me. 

Compelling the pro-life forces to prove 
that a fetus is a human life before it 
can gain legal protection is as in- 
equitable as placing the burden of 

proof on the defendant in a trial. 
Whenever there exists a reasonable 

doubt, the defendant must be freed. In 
this trial, given the great uncertainty, 
the defendant (i.e., the fetus) must 
also be freed. 

Finally, Mr. Cassidy conjures up the 

ominous specter of “coat hangers” and 
“back-alley” abortions. Undoubtedly, 
some women would still attempt to 
obtain abortions regardless of the law. 
However, that seems to me to be a 
perverse rationalization for its sanction. 
For example, there are speed limits; 

however, some still speed. There are 

also laws against murder; however, 
some still murder. If a law is not 

one-hundred percent enforceable, 
should it therefore be repealed? 

John Quinn 

CAS 86 
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Mike Murphy 

Pres. Reagan Strong On Principle 
Whenever someone starts to go into 

a standard anti-Reagan tirade— 
“Reagan hates people, Reagan badly 
wants to start a nuclear war, Reagan 
caused all our economic problems,” 

_ etc.—I like to simply let my mind drift 
back in time to the glory days of 
several years ago and think about the 
Carter era. 
Remember those days? Zany chief 

of staff "Ham" Jordan flying around in 
a special disguise so he could have 
“secret meetings” and get the Iranian 

hostages back. Wacky Billy, Libya's 
best friend. Who can forget the “Moral 
Equivalent of War?" The list goes on 
and on and serves as a painful reminder 
of what those good old Democratic 
days were really like. 

Now, I'm sure my friend Mike 
Davis— author of last weeks assault on 
Ronald Reagan—would cry foul. Al- 
right, Carter was a mistake, an ab- 

beration, but it's different now. We've 

got the new candidates and the new; 
ideas America needs. No tired ex- 

actors with minds anchored in the 
19th Century for us! We've got states- 
men. not mere politicians. 

And Mike would have a point. After 
‘all, this is what the Democrats are 

saying. The question really is: Are 
they right? I say no! 

What is really needed is a good 

sober look at the current Democratic 
stable. Let's begin with, the minor 
candidates. Reuben Askew and Fritz 

Hollings are, among other things, 
Southerners, and as such are a bit too 
ah. nostalgic. for the big time. In addi- 
tion, neither one of them has the 
national stature/bucks/believeability 
that real candidates need. 

Then there is Alan Cranston. He is a 

rather boring liberal of the "Grampa 
goes to Washington” mold — his main 
campaign promise seems to be that he 

would not start a nuclear war. Al- 
though he has some money, and sup- 
port in his home state of California, he 
too just isn’t a major league contender. 

This leaves us with the “big three” — 

Mondale, Hart and Glenn. It is possi- 

ble that one of these men will find his’ 
way into the White House. The prob- 
lem is that none of them will do it by 

being the man with the answers that 

America needs, as the Democrats like 

John Reagan | 
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Students passing by New South or 
Healy Basement last Thursday saw a 
curious little newspaper laying at their 

feet. It wasn't the HOY A or the Voice, 

and neither was it one of those tabloids 
seen on M Street like The Uptown 

Citizen or City Paper. Its name was 
the Sequent, and if you missed it, 

consider yourself lucky. 
The Sequent is not a publication of 

Georgetown University. It is a privately- 

funded journal out of George Wash- 
ington University. It has no office, no 

phone. Its editor, J. Michael Waller, 

has an unlisted phone number. The 

Sequent, formed at the Foggy Bottom 
campus last year to enlighten GW 

with the news that the supposedly 

liberal-minded Hatchet neglected, has 
been expanded to other campuses. 

Now Maryland, American, and George- 
town can enjoy such articles as “James 
Watt Is Right For America” and 

“Churches Underwrite Marxists.” 

To lend either credibility or rele- 

vance (I'm not sure which one) to their 

Hilltop readership, the Sequent pre- 
sented a commentary to their Hilltop 
readership, on how Student Govern- 

ment, the Voice and most of all, the 
HOYA, is filled with liberals hell bent 

on censoring conservative opinion. 

“Georgetown Mob Controls Campus 
News, Government” went on to de- 
scribe how conservative opinion has 
been ruthlessly squashed, or as the 

Sequent put it, “deliberate and vin- 
dictive omission of everything to the 

right of Stalin.” 
The Sequent describes the writer of 

this “commentary” as one who was 

banished from his campus paper for 
ideas that were not liberal. In the case 

of Richard Mathias, GU correspondent 
for the Sequent, nothing could be 

further from the truth. Richard 

Mathias, the very same Mathias kicked 
out of the Student Senate last spring, 
was not “fired” from the HOYA. He 

resigned rather than fight a charge of 
plagiarism made by a reader of the 

HOY A and backed up by comparisons 
of Mathias’ work and work of the 

column which was alleged to have 
been borrowed from columnist R. 
Emmett Tyrell. This whole affair was 

dealt with in a Sept. 24, 1982 HOYA 
article, so I will not elaborate further. 

All 1 will say about Mathias’ untold 

(aha!) story is that it reeks with the 

sourest of grapes. 
The HOYA, and Georgetown Uni- 

versity in general, is painted as a group 

of fire-brand liberals. To me, and to 
some seven other “conservatives” here 
at the HOYA, these charges are ridic- 

ulous. The HOYA does not “hide” 

news, be it in the interest of con- 

servatives, moderates or liberals. Over 
this past year alone, the HOYA has 
printed responses from Jon Slavin, of 

to see it, but instead as yet another of 

the rack politician. A worse version of 

all the things the Democrats like to 
think about Ronald Reagan. 

In short, these guys are all hacks. 

And one thing Ronald Reagan is not is 

a hack. More on that later, first let's 
take a look at Gary Hart. 

Gary Hart is trying very hard to be 

the true “ideas” candidate. His staff 

has released large position papers with 
neatly typed answers to all mankind's 
problems. Most of these ideas revolve 
around a new techno-jargon that I like 

to call Atariism. Basically, we're going 
to put all the steel and auto workers of 
the Northeast in large caravans of 
volvos (running on gasahol, mind you) 

and ship ‘em to places like Texas and 
California and places like that so they 
can make video games. 

The problem is that glamor indus- 
  

It is rare that we find a pol- 
itician brave enough to run on 
principle, and it is even rarer 
that we find ourselves brave 
enough to elect him. 

  

  

tries like video game building require 

two basic kinds of worker— highly 
skilled and unskilled. Steel, auto and 

other heavy industry trained workers 
tend to be skilled and semi-skilled. In 

addition to all the other problems that 
mean old reality brings to Hart's 
schemes, such a movement would 
force a big economic decline on these 

workers, and as such they are not 
likely to enjoy nor fully participate in 

it. Hart's ideas are basically window 

dressing—a recipe for votes. 
Mondale is even worse, but at least 

he’s more honest aobut it. A traditional 

FDR coalition Democrat, he -is out 

wooing the same old target groups the 
Democratic party has always wooed. 

His new twist is the "Damn Japs” 
protectionism fever— hollow and eco- 
nomically unsound rhetoric that ap- 

peals to angry people. Turning anger 
into votes by advocating such policys 

the Democratic Socialists to the very 
same Richard Mathias, who runs the 

Young Americans for Freedom (Y AF) 
here at GU. 

Currently, we have comments on 
hold from candidates running for Stu- 
dent Government. For fairness to all 

candidates, these letters will be printed 
after the election. But they will be 
printed. It remains to be seen if senti- 
ments critical of the Sequent's edito- 

rial leanings are given the same con- 

sideration. (We'll soon find out; a letter 
from the HOYA Board of Editors 
concerning last week's article is on its 

way.) 
Terri Sorensen is no stranger to the 

Sequent, either. As Editor-In-Chief of 

the GW Hatchet, she has often been 
news on the Sequent's pages. This past 
week, the Hatchet was lambasted for 

James Morris 

of public malpractise is a pretty sorry 
policy. 

Glenn, of course, isn't a Deomocrat. 
He's ‘an astronaut. And the Demo- 

cratic party kings who have been call- 
ing Reagan a dumb actor for years are 

now in ecstacy over the prospects of 
being able to run a dumb astronaut for 
President. One look at Glenn's record 
as a senator—it's basically a blank 

page— tells the story. The Democrats 
have a true image candidate at the 

ready —bland, uncontroversal and, by 
God, a real astronaut. These things 
make Glenn a sad incarnation of all 
the things that are wrong about image 
politics in general and Presidential 
politics in particular. These things are 

also why Glenn will probably win the 
Democratic nomination and perhaps 
the Presidency. 

But isn't Reagan all these things? I 
think not. If Reagan were a hack, why 
would he be hanging on to his policies 
with such tenacity? The polls say that 
politician Reagan is in trouble. Why 

then isn’t President Reagan trying to 
slide out from under his policies? 

The answer is that Ronald Reagan is 
not a politican . When he was running, 
he said if elected he would go to 
Washington and give big government 

hell. A lot of people liked what he said 
and voted for him. So he got elected 
and, surprize, went to Washington and 
did exactly what he said he'd do. Now 
many people want him to stop giving 
big government hell, but he is still in 
there doing just as he promised. This 
angers a lot of people. With a typical 

homogenized American politician we 
could get the inconsistency that we 

demand. With Ronald Reagan we are 
forced to get what we voted for. 

I think this is a good thing. Reagan's 
changes are a rather bold experiment 
in altering the way we are governed. It 

is rare that we find a politician brave 
enough to run on principle, and it is 

even rarer that we find ourselves brave 

enough to elect him. Two years into 
his term, he deserves his chance. Don't 

let the state Democratic snake oil fool 
you—Ronald Reagan is still the most 

honest and sincere man in government. 

Mike Murphy is the chairman of 
the College Republicans and a junior 
in the School of Foreign Service. 

The All New Sequent: A New Dog Learns Some Old 
“censoring” (i.e., not having space to 

print) letters to the editor, or protesting 
its “21st Street” nightlife supplement 
for “defending homosexuality.” After 
more than a semester of this, Sorensen 
said that the Sequent is not the potent 
force at GW that the. Sequent would 

like to be. I don't think people pay 
much attention to it anymore”, she 
commented. Maybe the same will hap- 
pen at Georgetown. 

As a conservative, I feel insulted by 

the Sequent. It portrays all con- 
servatives (moderate or extremists) as 

knee-jerks. Even in their pullout com- 
mentary section on James Watt, Watt's 
detractors are not mentioned as critics, 
or environmental interests as such, but 
liberals. ¢ 

Liberals aren’t a threat to America 

as much as the closed-minded in- 

     

  

   
   
   
   
   

    
   
    
   
   

  

   

  

     
   
   
    

Peter Hazzan 

Toward Peace In The Middle East 
There is no doubt that progress is 

being made toward a peace between 
the Arabs and Israel by the standards 

of the last few years. President Rea- 
gan’s peace initiative on Sept. 1 of last 
year has moved the U.S. away from 
the paralysis of Camp David and the 
Sinai; the Arab states have shown 

moderation, unity, and an increased 
willingness to negotiate; and Israel's 
invasion of Lebanon has catalyzed a 

stronger peace movement and the first 
real split over the issue by Israel's 

major parties. 
The basic problem for all sides, 

however, is that progress and peace 
initiatives are not peace. Conventional 
diplomacy also moves at a pace which 
may be far too slow to advert another 
war or to build up tension to a period 
of constant crisis. The Lebanon crisis, 
President Reagan's peace initiative, and 
the Fez summit have not changed the 
fundamental forces that could yet lead 

to another major Arab-Israeli war and 
with it destroying the hopes for peace. 

A few reasons why the current talks 

could lead to war: 

As Israel steadily accelerates an- 
nexation of the West Bank, it will 

dividuals who don’t see two sides of an 
issue are. In an article on Amnesty 

International, the Sequent criticizes 
Al for being tolerant totalitarian (read: 

Soviet) regimes while bullying “flawed” 
(read: American) democracy-juntas. 
All of the issues in the Sequent are 
never as clear-cut as they seem. But to 
the average student, the Sequent be- 

comes the voice of conservatives at 

GU, at GW, at'Maryland. 
That is simply not so. 
The Sequent is nothing more than 

the voice of J. Michael Waller, Richard 
Mathias, et al. The interested who 
pick up the next Sequent should heed 
well the doctrine of caveat emptor. 

The Sequent is giving the conserva- 
tive philosophy a bad name. By po- 
larizing the issues of the domestic and 
international spectrum beyond all 

Tricks 

create unchangeable realities over the 
next two years, destroying the Arab 

economy, the educational and admin- 

istrative system, blocks economic aid, 
and relocates its military facilities. The 
internal political divisions within Israel 
strengthen the peace movement but 
polarize Israeli political opinion with 
the hardliners around Begin, Sharon 
and Shamir. 

The Arab side continues to demand 
U.S. action without creating the con- 
ditions that make that action possible: 

creation of a Palestinian entity that 
the U.S. and Israel can deal with, 
Palestinian recognition of Israel's right 
to exist within its 1967 boundaries, and 
creation of a credible relationship with 
Jordan. 

There is no option other than to 
accept the pressures of the November 
elections. It is now January, elections 
are over and no action. Deferral of 

further U.S. action beyond this time 
should not be accepted. This should 
take the form of making the President 
personally aware of the urgency seen 

for such action without ambiguity and 

too much attention to protocol. In 
light of recent Israeli remarks regarding 

compromise, they are simply painting 
a picture of knee-jerk conservativism 
that doesn’t serve anybody's interests. 

The  Sequent isn’t the first political 
rag, it won't be the last. It remains to 
be seen whether the Sequent will pre- 
sent a diversity of political opinion 
relevant to the campuses they serve, 
or whether it will become J. Michael 
Waller’s weekly tirade against the GW 
Hatchet, or Richard Mathias’ gospel 
on the HOYA or the Student Gov- 
ernment. 

Its masthead proclaims it “an inde- 
pendent, nonpartisan journal”. After 
reading its first issue at GU, I'm won- 
dering whether that’s a promise. . . or 
a typo. 

John Reagan (SBA 84) is Editor- 
In-Chief of the HOYA. 

., talks begin without the key elements; 

further Jewish settlements on the West 

Bank, Reagan must take a Presidential 
initiative on the West Bank. The creep- 
ing annexation of the West Bank is an 
area where domestic U.S. politics do 
support movement towards a just peace 
if the Arab states make this a major 
issue. Every possible pressure should 
be put on the U.S. to ensure that it 
forces this issue. 

Progress on Lebanon at the moment 

is not only unimportant, but dangerous 
to peace, and negotiation should not 
be sidetracked into this area. Impor- 
tant as Lebanon is, it is a side issue to 

the critical problem of negotiating a 
broader peace. It is important that 
Reagan understand why Arab states 
oppose an Israeli-Lebanon agreement 

and U.S. and Lebanese recognition of 
an Israeli 40 km zone. Such a settle- 
ment will not bring peace to Lebanon, 
but it will give Begin a victory and a 
virtual mandate for annexation. 

Every possible step must be taken to 
support the U.S. initiative for giving 
Jordan “spokesman” status and bring- 
ing the PLO into some framework that 
would allow it to act as a de facto 
government acceptable to the U.S. 
There should be a quiet recognition 

«that regardless; of what is said, the 

of progress on the Arab side necessary’ 
to obtain decisive U.S. action. £ 

Unless Reagan becomes emotionally 
and intellectually convinced that the 
Arab side has really produced a PLO 
and that Arafat will play the recog- 
nition card, he will not end his deep 
seated personal conviction that the 
PLO and Arafat are “terrorists,” or 
truely support peace. Unless the Arab 
states at least partly play the recog- 
nition card on some quid pro quo 
basis, and can legitimize the PLO and 
its relations with Jordan, any other 
progress is likely to be cosmetic and 
vanish under the pressure of U.S. 
domestic politics. Unless the current 
talks begin with a recognition of this 
reality, and moves beyond the present 
deliberate and ambiguous pace of 

diplomacy, there can be no peace. 

Peter Hazzan is a graduate student 
at Georgetown's Center for Contem- 

porary Arab Studies and a frequent 

contributor to Viewpoint. 

Novels And New Wave: The Latest Release On Campus Erudition 
The facts about the incredible num- 

ber of record albums and musical’ 
paraphernalia which are sold to the 
public each year has recently come to 

the attention of our literate society. 
This is especially evident today, with 
record sales setting, pardon the ex- 
pression, new records with devastating 
regularity. Is this a reflection on the 
rock culture and its adolescent suc- 
cessors? 

As 1 tour the campuses of several 
American colleges and universities, I 
notice that it could in fact be a strong 

and clear mirror image of what is 
taking place among this society's 

youth. Anybody in the U.S. can go 
into a dorm room and see students 
listening to some “totally awesome” 
album by some “monumental band.” 
But how often does one see a student— 
any student—reading a good book? 

Is it a major crime to be caught in 

your room reading a book for the 
exercise of one’s brain muscle? Yet 
when we discover a friend reading, he 
is belittled and called a “geek” or a 
“basket case,” just because he wanted 

to read — be it to find out something he 
did not know, or just for fun. It is 

instead expected that the average 

American adolescent spend thirty to 
fifty percent of his time listening to 

records. I know more than just a few 

students who have told me that they 
have never in their lives read a book 
outside of what was required for school 

and a few who admit they've never 
read a single book from cover to cover. 

This is certainly shameful, and cannot 
be solely attributed to the influences 

of the recording industry, although it 
is a factor. Luckily it can be prevented. 

Do you know how intelligent the 

average American would be if he were 
required to buy and read a 300-page 
book for every record album he 
bought? This country would not only 

be able to claim it possessed the best- 

educated generation in history —it 
could prove it! 

Throughout history, the most intel- 

ligent and most in-tuned people to 
their contemporary needs have been 
the individuals who have spent large 

amounts of time, and effort, reading 
and absorbing information: Our 

Founding Fathers, Napoleon Bonparte, 
‘Abraham Lincoln, Harry Truman; just 

to name a few. All were individuals 

who were able to comprehend and 
manipulate a situation, drawing on 
experience they had acquired through 

past readings, and who had sharp 
enough minds to know what to do 

next. These were men who were in 

control and capable of controlling the 
events of history before they were 
enslaved and controlled by history 
itself. Charisma is a key factor in the 

development of a good leader, but to 
solidify the leader in that role, his 
keenness of intellect and knowledge 
of situations must be of the upmost 

quality. 
Those students who so emphatically 

support punk cults, who can recite 

“The Doors” by heart, and who can 
discuss all the technical intricacies of 
a “Rush” album but haven't any idea 

of the philosophies of Kant, Hegel, 
Aristotle or Aquinas, or of recent 

literary works are often out of tune with 
current day events which are shaping 

the world, the nation, and of course, 
our very lives. Students who in turn 
express the attitude that they do not 
care are only cheating themselves. For : 

when it comes time to get a good job, 

or to excel at that job, criteria is often 
based on the individual's grasp of a 
multitude of ideas, not just the tech- 
nical field in which one has been 

trained. 
The time students deprive them- 

selves of reading is often wasted. They 
are missing not only classic adventure 
stories, romances, and mysteries, but 

ingenious manipulations of language, 

profound theories, and mind-expanding 
philosophies vital to the welfare of the 
human race. 
  

  

We are a generation rich 
in potential and impover- 
ished in literacy. 

  
  

When books or short stories are 

assigned by a teacher, the readings are 

looked upon as burdensome and bor- 
ing. If students would look beyond the 

present course of study and the grade 

they are so presumptuously attempting 
to attain, they would realize the long- 
range value of reading the works which 
are being assigned them. The student 
might find an idea in the book which 
sparks interest, or which is puzzling, 

and might exploit some little used 
portion of the brain to satisfy that 
curiosity or mystery. 

Reading not only sparks interest in a 

subject or idea, but it helps a person 
exercise his mind where sometimes he 
never thought he could. It is beneficial 

to his mental health, and helps relax 
his whole body by satisfying what has 

often been called the quest for knowl- 
edge. : 

The problem is basically figuring 

out how to get the average person to 
pick up a book and to read it. The 
popularity of the “dime novel” ro- 
mances is well known, and apparently 

they are so for their fine portrayal of 

that wonderful element in life, roman- 
tic love. But they satisfy none of the 

other needs of the mind. They say 

nothing of the human spirit, and give 
little insight into the vast spectrum of 
human life. These are shallow displays 
of literary talent, and poor repre- 
sentations of the abilities of American 

writers. 
Lower and lower Scholastic Aptitude 

Test scores are reported with each 
new year, but the reasons for the 
declines are seldom disclosed or seri- 

ously studied. Poor classroom con- 
ditions are cited, as well as shoddy 

teaching methods or aids. But I have 
never, in all the years of the declines, 
seen any information adequately ex- 

plaining the declining literacy rate in 
this nation. Not only English skills 
have been on the dive, but compre- 

hension of ideas has been falling as 
well. This is a familiar story, and yet is 
never adequately researched or re- 
versed. i 

I have never seen the yearly reports 

say that students do not read enough, 
nor have I seen them suggest that a 
new program of intensive reading be 
introduced; just the mathematical 

statistics which divide how boys fair as 

compared to girls, and blacks as com- 
pared to whites. Weren't the SATs 
designed not only to set a national 

norm for college entrance, but also to 
find and disclose where the educational 
system is lacking so that it might be 
improved? ” 

It has been rumored that the first 

sign of the decline of a society is the 
decay of its language. The best and 

easiest way to learn and keep a lan- 
guage strong and in our midst is 
through the readings and writings 

which have enriched, strengthened and 
made it vital in the first place. Without 
a strong intellectual conception of our 

language in our minds, the failure of 
communication is imminent. 

The reversal of these trends must be 
undertaken, and soon, before it is too 

late for this generation. We are a 

generation rich in potential and im- 
poverished in literacy. A good portion 
of information is passed on from one 

generation to the next by word of 
mouth, and in this way a special kind 
of learning takes place. But if the 
present generation, our generation, 
does not soon make a habit of even 

picking up a newspaper every day, 
much less reading literary works regu- 
larly, it will lose a great amount of 

information and learning which will 
never be repeated nor ever learned 
from. 

James Morris is an undergraduate 

student at Potomac State College in 
West Virginia. He is an avid HOYA 
fan and reader. 
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Viewpoint 
Sarah McClendon 
  

A Nation’s Communication Dilemma 
The following is the text of a speech 

delivered at Georgetown University, 

Feb. 7. 1983. to begin Business Week 
83: 

It may come as a horrible shock to 

you but | am going to say it—we are 

failing in this country when it comes to 
communications. That despite all the 

money spent on television and cameras 
and Washington bureaus and overseas 

correspondents and networks galore. 

1 say we have failed our job as 
communicators when the people can- 

not understand their government. And 

I venture to say you do not understand 

it, either. 
I suggested to the President of 

Georgetown University last year that 
we ought to have here a school that 
prepared young men and women to 
‘cover’ government. By “cover,” I 

meant look into its activities, explain its 
activities, study ways to delve. into it 

and find out what it is really doing, get 
out its story but most of all tell it in 

such a way that citizens could under- 
stand what the government is doing to 
them, to the nation and to other 
peoples throughout the world. Now 

we have no such institution that I 
know of in the nation. Yet isn’t this 
one of our biggest needs? 

A women of intelligence in Phila- 
delphia asked me this last week when I 

had raised this question on a television 
talk show if people do not understand 
their government, can democracy be 
working? She's right. It cannot be. 

Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Adams, Mr. 
Franklin and Mr. Washington expected 

that the people would watch over this 
government all the time, else they 
knew it could not work. Well, the 
people have not been watching. I 
suspect because they have not been 

educated to watch. Yet without over- 
sight from the citizens, it cannot work. 

There seems to be a widespread 
campaign throughout the country to- 
day to criticize the press, the way it 

operates and its power. Largely this is 

brought about because of the misun- 
derstanding of the press’ role. Re- 
porters are not supposed to be friendly 

promoters of the people they write 
about. Reporters are expected to re- 

port what they see and hear. Theirs is 

not to decide to leave out the bad and 
print only good things about a presi- 
dent or a senator or a school president. 

Reporters have the hard task of trying 
to find out what the. President is 

      

planning, what he thinks and to know 
it ahead of time if possible. 

Reporters have a hard job. When 
the President did not have enough 

press conferences, Helen Thomas and 
Sam Donaldson sought to supplement 
this. They saw the President so seldom. 

When they do not see him, crises 

arrive about which the nation needs 
his comment. So they tried with a 

question on the way to his helicopter 

or in the Oval Office when he is sitting 

there with a head of state having his 
picture taken. There is usually an 

awkward silence. Reporters tried to 

fill in the gap and got smacked for it. 
Actually reporters are getting criti- 

cized when reporters are the true rep- 
resentatives of the people. Reporters 

work for the public. The highest stan- 

dards of the profession list journalism 
as a public trust. We work for the 

people but people have not been edu- 
cated to know that without reporters 
we could not be a free people with an 
honest government. 

When the people are not informed 
about government they are inclined to 
leave responsibilities to someone high- 

er up on the theory that he will handle 
it for them all right. But maybe that 
person cannot. When people are ig- 
norant they are easy prey for purveyors 

of fraud, gimmicks, public relations 
flim-flam artists and show biz. That is 
how we elect our office holders today. 

One reason that government is so 

complicated is because some bureau- 
crats want it that way, so they can do 
what they wish with the people’s mon- 
ey, hire whom they please and carry 

out their own theories without the 
people knowing. 
Remember that billions and billions 

of taxpayers money is spent in this 

town anually on public affairs people 
in government. Usually they now divide 
the two offices in the agencies. Both 
have high titles, high salaries, big staffs 
and do very little towards informing 
the people about their agencies. The 

less people know the more the agency 

can run ‘itself. 

Everyone agrees that today econom- 
ics is our big problem. Very few who 

write or talk about it understand eco- 
nomics nor have they studied it. Fewer 
try to explain that portion of the 
subject about which they are trying 

to communicate. 

If we understood exactly why the 
taxpayers. have to-pay more. money. 

in 

when some doctor charges more than 

he should and keeps a patient in the 

hospital longer than is necessary, we 
would most probably rebel. 

I do not know which is more guilty, 
Congress or the Pentagon, at inventing 

phrases to hide the true meaning of 
how they are spending your taxpayers’ 
money. “Revenue enhancement” is a 

dilly, which means more money will 
come from your pocketbook. 

All this boils down to one thing—we 
need to make language simple, to make 

it understandable to the poorly edu- 
cated, as that is what our people are. 
We need to make language work for 

those who want to know more about 
government. 

One thing good about our life toy 
is that people are insisting on knowing 

more. They want investigative report- 
ing. This is one of the greatest bless- 
ings in the country today. The people 

want to find out about the way the 

General Services Administration buys 
new furniture to redecorate an incom- 
ing boss's office. They want to know 

who is wasting government funds on 
airplane flights on government time 

to golf matches. Yes, they want to 

know if the people who were given 

two hours off from work the other day 
to go to the Redskins’ parade at a cost 

of $7 million went back to work for 
the remainder of that day. 

Jack Anderson is doing a fantastical- 
ly good job for Democracy by exposing 

waste and fraud. You may not like the 
Washington Post's method of putting 

its pet social theory on the front page 
instead of news or leaving out the 

traditional who, what, when and where 

when they write personality profiles 

but the country will have to acknowl 
edge a deep debt of gratitude to the 
Post for the investigations they do of 

government and its officials. Right 
on—! 

Just as people want to know more 
there is a tendency by some in gov- 
ernment to keep us from getting more. 

The tendency now is to criticize the 
press for telling the people so much 

and also the tendency is to snipe at the 
Freedom of Information Act, and to 
keep the press out of courtrooms, to 

keep jurors’ names secret and re- 

porters’ access curtailed even after a 

trial. Some judges impose rules against 
those who win damages not to tell how 
much. they: won when sung { the gov. 

ernment. 

Freeport $259* 
Nassau $299* 

(212) 355-4705 
Includes: 

e Round trip airfare (N.Y.)* 

e 7 nights accommodation 
e Parties 

C1] MAR 06-MAR 13 Cl MAR 20-MAR 27 
[J MAR 27-APR 03 

[1 I'm Ready to Party! 
I've enclosed my $50 deposit and have checked 
my week. 

[1 Almost ready. Send more info. 
*Add $40 from D.C., Hartford, Philadelphia, Boston 

*Plus 15% tax and service 
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Reporters and editors are making a 
valiant effort to do better but that is 

not enough. We have more urban 

affairs editors now, more financial 
news writers, many of whom are wom- 
en, more energy writers and more 
attention given to abused women and 

children, and family problems. But 
there is only one male reporter that I 
know of in the United States’ who 
makes a specialty of knowing and 

writing about the way 51 percent of 
the population —the women — are kept 

from their full potential of jobs and 
opportunities by federal laws and regu- 
lations and sexual harassment. Many 

reporters cannot write about somethir.g 

they know nothing about and no at- 
tempt is made to inform them. Editors, 
not being informed on women’s issues, 

often today rebuff the woman reporter 
who tries to write on this subject. 

Talk shows on radio and television 
are good, filling a need, but lack of 

time hampers here. 

Con McGrath 

But it seems to me there is a tend- 
ency to want more news on govern- 
ment and this is our hope. 

Let us hope as our reporters are for- 
tified by better knowledge and a desire 
for more probing than a 37-second tele- 
vision show allows—let us hope that 
we will figure out some way to get the 
answers to many secrets locked up in 
our government. 

My friends, there are whole areas 

out there that are never covered and 
some that ought to have more incisive 

questioning: 
One, I would say, is the presidency 

itself. Is the President a king, a god, a 
miracle worker, a magic wand holder? 

Is he always right? Should he 'be 
questioned”? Can he be criticized? Is 
he accountable to the people? The 
American people seem to be mixed 
up on this question. 

Another is our money system. Is it 

serving the people and could there be 

an alternative? Why is the banking 

system so tied together now, world 

wide, that one failure can affect you 

in your home town? Did certain bank- 
ers promote this? Should we keep 
pushing banks to loan more money to 
debt ridden nations? 

Do we need nuclear weapons? Do 

we need a big army in Europe? Why if 
we want our soldiers to fight for us in 

war time do we treat them so poorly in 
peacetime that many of them and their 
families are on food stamps? 

Let spread the biggest wave in com- 
munications today — investigative re- 
porting— go forward and with it instead 

of just words, let there be explanations 

to make the people understand what 

our government is doing to them. I ask 
this so that we may make language 
more understandable and that we may 

share knowledge with common citi- 
zens. 

Sarah McClendon is a nationally 
known columnist and serves as adviser 
to the HOYA. 

Lecture Fund Mistaken In HOY A Editorial 
Having read the HOYA'’s editorial 

regarding the Lecture Fund last week, 
I can honestly say that this vain attempt 
at journalistic excellence (entitled 

“Lecture Fund In Review”) lacked any 

“basis in truth. Rather, it relied on a 
mixture of misinformation, errors, and 
premature judgments. While my first 

reaction was one of laughter and desire 

not to give any validity to the editorial 
by responding, I later realized that 1 
would not be fulfilling my role as 
Chairman, and more importantly that 
I would be “letting the University 

down,” if 1 did not state the facts 

about the Lecture Fund program this 
year and clear up all the misconcep- 
tions about our performance which 
have been recently spread by the 

HOYA and individuals involved in 

Student Government. 
Perhaps the most glaring inaccuracy 

in the editorial occurred in the first 

paragraph, when the HOYA editorial 
writer said that only three major 
speakers will lecture on campus this 
year. Apparently, the fascinating and 
thought-provoking lecture on U.S. in- 
volvement in Latin. America by 

Thomas Hauser on November 2 was 

categorized by the HOYA as a “minor” 
lecture because the speaker’s hono- 
rarium was “only” $2,000. If the stu- 
dents attending the lecture had been 

asked, I believe that the unique insight 
provided by Mr. Hauser on this con- 
troversial issue would certainly qualify 

_ this event as being a major lecture. In 

addition, the premature claim re- 

garding the number of major speakers 
totally ignores the fact that close to 

three months remain in this semester 
and that Lecture Fund has been dili- 
gently planning additional lectures. For 

example, a former American President, 
a Supreme Court justice, several Sen- 
ators and Congressmen-and-women, 
former U.S. diplomats, and several 

prominent G.U. alumni have all been 
approached about speaking at George- 

town this semester. While we are 
severely limited by a small budget (the 
only accurate statement in the edito- 
rial!), the Lecture Fund is confident 
that a number of prominent lecturers 
will be presented on campus this 
spring. 

Another misconception in the edi- 
torial concerns the infamous George 
Will lecture. Contrary to rumors and 
vicious back-stabbing remarks by cer- 

tain individuals, the truth is as follows: 
While the Lecture Fund had considered 

George Will as a possible speaker for 
the spring in the early part of the fall 
semester, it was unanimously decided 

by early December that Mr. Will did 
not fit into the program which the 
Lecture Fund was planning for the 
spring. To claim that Mr. Will was not 
invited to speak on campus for fear of 

having “one too many” conservatives 
(which is what the editorial stated) is 

an outright lie and reflected the view 

of no one on the Lecture Fund. Rather, 
the frequency of Mr. Will's visits to 
G.U. in recent years and a concern 
about the amount of his lecture fee 
were cited by members of the Lecture 
Fund as reasons for the decision. Also, 
contrary to the facts presented in the 
editorial, the Lecture Fund will be 
hosting a black ‘speaker on campus to 

participate in the observance of Black 

History Month. Dr. Benjamin Alexan- 
der, President of the University of the 
District of Columbia and prominent 

spokesman on the subject of higher 

education in the U.S., will speak at 
Georgetown University on February 

22 (details to be announced later). So, 

before an editorial of such a criticizing 

nature is printed in the future, the 
HOYA would be doing itself and the 

University community a favor by veri- 

fying the facts and publishing the truth. 
Lastly, I believe the Lecture Fund 

has taken large strides to improve the 

educational and social climate on 
campus. For the first time in my 
memory; the Lecture Fund holds 

weekly meetings which are open to 

the students (Thursday, 9 a.m. in"the 
SAC office), has actively encouraged 
student organizations to host their own 
speakers through the Small Group 

Fund, and has conducted an extensive 
student poll to determine speakers 
most desired by the students. In no 

aspect of its duties has the Lecture 

Fund “let ‘the University down.” 
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your college ring. Not just any   ring—a 14K Gold College Ring from 
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Picking Up 

Girls: Part II 
* by Mr. Moose 

HOYA Almost-Awesome One 

  

  
It's spring semester — and you're still 

sexually frustrated. Yes, last fall you 
started the school year with high 
hopes—lots of beer, drugs, good 
grades, and companionship. So what 

happens? You drink lots of beer, take 
lots of great drugs, and get a 3.5— but 
so what? You totally strike out with / 

the opposite sex. Oh sure, plenty of 
women will talk to you, let you borrow 

their lecture notes, or let you. take 

them to a movie—but when it comes 
to something else —forget it. 

As most of you probably remember, 

I addressed the topic of picking up 
women last semester. Through many 
long hours of observation in the Pub, 

I've noticed that many of you have 

made good use of my suggestions. 
Yes, the time proven method of of: 1) 
selecting a female, 2) talking to her, 3) 
getting her drunk, 4) taking her home, 
5) making her feel sorry for you by 
telling her you have a terminal disease, 
and finally, 6) taking advantage of her 

can be very successful. 
There can be drawbacks to this 

method, however. The females you 
have abused tend to become suspicious 
when they notice that you're still alive 
when you should have died a painful, 

hideous death several months earlier. 
Also, with so many guys using the 
same line in the same place, the fe- 
males are beginning to get suspicious. 
I mean, even they can figure out that 
something’s wrong when most of) the 
males on campus are dying of some 
horrible affliction. 

So what do you do now? Do you 
start staying home on weekénds, or, 

worse yet, start going to Lauinger? 
Are you tired of giving your hands 

such a good workout? Do you want to 

return to a long, lonely life of pent-up 

  

by Megwin Finegan 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

Virgin beaches, sparkling waters, 
fun under the sun, and most important 
affordable package deals—all these 

beckon and lure college students to 
islands and resorts where one’s greatest 
dreams of an ideal spring break come 

true. This year vacation options have 

taken on a more realistic dimension as 
steep airline competition lowers prices, 
and agencies assemble packages de- 
signed specifically for the college bud- 

get. 
Georgetown's own Corp, which 

makes possible trips to Vitals and 
Saxa’s , is also offering a trip (March 

5-12) to Nassau in the beautiful Ba- 
hamas. Student Travel, a division of 
the Corp, has a tempting package of 
seven-nights’ accomodation at the 

Mayfair Hotel (across from the beach), 

airport-hotel transfers, taxes and’ ser- 
vice charges—all for $339. double 

libido? No way! 
‘As yet another public service an- 

nouncement from the Moose to you, 

here are a few suggestions: 
Try honesty. Going up to a female 

and saying Hi to her won't get you 
very far. A direct approach can at 
times be very successful. The next 
time you see a cute female standing 

alone in the Pub, just go up to her, say 

hello, and ask if she'd like to go back 
to your place for some high charged, 

non-emotional sex. If she says yes, 

you've got it made (as long as she 
doesn’t have herpes). If a look of 

disbelief crosses her face, however, 

just laugh, talk to her a while, use 
some LPR (Liquid Pant Remover), and 

take her home later. If, in the worse 

case scenario, she screams that you're 

a pervert (which, of course, is true) 
walk away. Run, if she has a beer in her 

hand, or a very large boyfriend named 
Nunzio. ) 

occupancy or $329, triple occupancy. 
Transportation from the University to 
the Baltimore-Washington Interna- 
tional Airport will also be provided. 

Student Travel requires a $100 deposit 
and accepts reservation on a first 

come-first-serve basis. 
In addition to the Bahamas pack- 

age, Student Travel will also. find the 
lowest airfare for any domestic or 
international traveler. Open Monday- 

Friday 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Student Travel 
is located in G-17, Healy basement. 

(Phone 625-3346 or 625-6504). 
Flying Inter Collegiate Holidays Inc. 

advertises across campus “an outbreak 
of revelry” in the Bahamas. Two sepa- 
rate packages to Freeport and Nassau 
(March 6-13) begin at $259 and $299, 
respectively. These prices include 
round-trip air transportation from New 
York, seven-nights’ accomodation at 
the Islander Hotel in downtown Free- 
port or the Dolphin Hotel in Nassau 

(complete with fully equipped kitchen, 

    

        
Finally, there is one very important 

fact you should remember: women 
don’t go for “nice guys.” Oh sure, 
they’ll talk to you, go out with you, 
and eat lunch with you, but they won’t 
have anything else to do with you. I 
am convinced that females like guys 
who are weird, arrogant, or just plain / 
different. Women, of course, will deny 
this—but it is true nonetheless. Act 

bizarre, wear dirty underwear, or talk 
about your last trip to 14th Street, 
where you saw kinky films with tall 

blondes and dead German shepards. 
Believe me, in their mind, you won't 
be just any other guy. 
Moose Note: I realize all you women 
out there must feel left out. It’s true, 
most of this article caters to a male 
audience. You all don’t realize how 
lucky you are, however. If you want 
sexual fulfillment, just look for short, 
good looking senior guys who work at 
the HOYA and manage at the Pub. 

Break Away to Florida or the Bahamas 
living rooms and dining areas), hotel 
room tax, gratuities for service em- 
ployees, and round-trip hotel-airport 

transfers. Not included in the low 
prices are 15% for tax and services 

and an additional $40 for Washington 

departures. ; 

Flying caters specifically to the col- 
lege scene providing endless social 
activities ranging from volleyball con- 

tests to poolside limbo parties. For 
more information or reservations con- 
tact Georgetown representative James 
T. Anderson at 333-8850. Full payment 
for the trip is due today. 

For the seasoned Floridians possi- 
bilities abound with current one-way 
$99 fares offered by several major U.S. 
airlines. This deal extends not only to 
Florida but also to any corner of the 
continental U.S. More information 
concerning it can be easily provided 
by the Corp’s Student Travel. 

Oh, the Woes of the Lottery 
  

by Lynn Duffy 
HOY A Staff Writer ; / 
  

“The lottery causes problems.” 

— A Darnall Freshman 

“This lottery really has me bummed 
out.” 

'— A Junior Transfer Student 

“The lottery is such a drag.” 

—A Female Upperclassman 

“So, what are you doing about the 
lottery?” 

— Average Joe Hoya 

Lottery problems. Everybody's got 
‘em, (except for those lucky few whose 

“Housing does provoke anxious 
‘thoughts and feelings among many 
students.” They suggest honesty, con- 
sideration of others and consistent 
communication as keys to successfully 

dealing with difficult housing situa- 
tions. In addition, each R.H.O. keeps 
a ledger of the names of students 
interested in securing roommates for 
the lottery. And as for alleviating the 
burden of off-campus living, one 
mustn’t forget the construction of the 

infamous Village B, scheduled for 
completion in the Spring of "83. 

All of this sounds rather pessimistic 
and hopeless. Despite the negatives, 

however, the housing situation at 
Georgetown does offer some inter- 

esting possibilities. For some, the 

prospect of living off campus presents 
an opportunity for independence and 
privacy, luxuries not as easily obtained. 
in a dorm or apartment on campus. 
Furthermore, the process of choosing 
living companions helps a student 
better define his personal priorities 
and values. So if housing and the 
lottery are weighing heavily on your 

already hectic college life, console 
yourself with that encouraging though 

oft-used cliche, “There's a sunny side 
to every situation. ...” 

lottery operates on a grouping system 

  

“FLIP” CASPER wants to be your 
Valentine-Claude Harrison wants to 
be your Vice Valentine. 

PART-TIME MANAGER. Flexible 

hours. Ideal opportunity. Business- 

man will train you to run the busi- 

ness. Call 587-2883 evenings, 6-8 

for appointment. 

RUSH TYPING WHEATON MD/ 
DUPONT CIRCLE CALL 24 HOURS 
Turabian/APA/Theses/Dissertation: 

Welcome 871-5200 331-8858 

  

GEORGETOWN SUNBATHERS! 
SPRINGBREAK FLORIDA trip to 
FT. LAUDERDALE OR KEY WEST: 
8 beach days, 7 nights lodging in 
fine hotels “on the strip,” plus nightly 

parties from $125. Call 800-368- 

2006 TOLL FREE! Ask for Annette. 
Go with friends or organize a small 
group and sunbathe for FREE! 

CLEP, GRE, LSAT, GMAT, MCAT, 
MAT classes offer interview review 
of specific materials. Learn test- 
taking strategies, practice with ac- 
tual examination format. Live 

classes, skilled, dynamic instructors. 

George Washington University, 

near metro. Tuition $170. Call 

676-8307 or -7039. 

MEN!—WOMEN! JOBS ON 

SHIPS! American, Foreign. No ex- 
perience required. Excellent pay. 

Worldwide travel. Summer job or 

career. Send $3.00 for information. 
SEAFAX, Dept. B-17, Box 2049, 

Port Angeles, Washington 98362. 

FOR RENT. 1717 K St., NW. Attrac- 
tive downtown offices for part-time 

use. $75/mo. including phone, mail, 

conf. rm. and library; 785-0035. 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST of theses, 
dissertations, term papers, resumes, 

and letters. 965-3688. 

  

    

| Et QY A CRASS ADS, uaa 

ARE YOU DEPRESSED ABOUT 
LUMPY FAT? Are you obsessed 
with overeating? Control that emo- 

tional stuffing. Call the Weight Ex- 
change, new mini-course starts 

Sunday, February 13—telephone 

338-8200. 

  

SACRIFICE—MUST SELL! Com- 
plete stereo system: speakers, 
cassette deck, direct drive turntable, 

receiver with equalizer. Sell separ- 
ately or together! Best offer. 821- 
1179 after 5:00 pm. 

  

ACE TYPING AND WORD PRO- 
' CESSING, 2025 Eye Street, N.W. 
(corner of 21st and Pa. Ave.), Room 

105. 466-8973. From $1.50/double 
spaced page straight typing for third 

day pickup. Word processing and 
same day service available at higher 
rates. 

$106.80 DAILY working right in your 
own home. Your earnings fully gua- 

ranteed in writing. Complete details 

sent. Send a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to: AGB, Box 

5531, Clemson, SC 29632. 

FOR EXPERT WORD-PRO- 

CESSED RESUMES, cover letters, 
term papers and theses, call Office 

Doctor, Inc. Fast, professional and 
inexpensive service. 223-9439. 

TELEMARKETING-NO SELLING. 
Campaign Marketing Group. Earn 

extra cash by working part-time on 
Capitol Hill as a phone fundraiser. 

Start at $4.10 per hour. (Weekend 
evenings start at $6.00 per hour). 
Just two blocks from Metro. Call Mr. 

Davis at 544-8600. 

  

  

  

PART-TIME EMPLOYEE wanted to 

put up posters on campus now and 
during 1983-84. 2-10 hours/month, 

$4.50/hr. Send name, address, 
phone number, class yr., etc. to Mr. 

Fenton, 152 Temple St., #701, New 

Haven, CT 06510. 

TWIN BED including Sears-O-pedic 
Imperial mattress, box springs, 
frame, rollers. Good, clean condi- 

tion. $100 cash only (original $346): 
965-0049 after 5 pm, Williams. 

  

  

“HAVE YOUR NATAL ASTRO- 
LOGICAL CHART drawn with a 
90-minute consultation (which you 
may record). Other astrological 
services also offered. Please call 
547-0103 for information. 
  

GERMAN CLUB, Dixie Liquors’ 
“PEG THE KEG CONTEST”! $2 
wins a keg if you solve the mysteri- 

ous clues. For details, see Healy 

Basement table during lunchtime. 

EFFICIENCY APARTMENT to sub- 
el. VIdIrCr ana April, possibly iviay. 
Dupont Circle area. $218/month. 
797-9856. r 

DESPERATELY NEEDED: Two (2) 
tickets for WARREN ZEVON at The 
Bayou, Monday night, Feb. 14th, 

eitehr show. Call Joe, 338-9426. 

IT'S BEST IN THE BAHAMAS — 
Forget the rest, try the best. Our 

one low $450 price includes every- 

thing! Airfare, room for 7 days, 
transportation, all taxes and gra- 

tuities. NO hidden extras. The best 
offer for Spring Break on the cam- 

pus—only a limited number of 
spaces are remaining, so call today 

for a reservation. Call 625-3013. 

BUS RIDE TO NEW YORK CITY — 
Only $39 Roundtrip. Leave Healy 
Circle on March 4, return from Port 
Authority March 13, with stopovers 

in Newark, N.J. The best price for 
Spring Break. Limited spaces avail- 

able. Order today at the SEC box 

office in Healy Basement. 

  

  

  

task is merely to renew a lease), and 
nobody wants ‘em. But the fact is, that 
lottery time, and the problems that 
accompany it, has rolled around once 

again and students must now make 

decisions, albeit unpleasant ones, about 
future living arrangements. 

The lottery presents a twofold di- 
lemma. On the one hand exists the 
concern for securing on-campus hous- 
ing; on the other, the prospect of 
choosing a desired group of friends for 
living companions. The catch here, of 
course, is CHOOSING friends without 
LOSING friends. 

The injured friendships and hurt 
feelings which the lottery brings on 
are often more damaging to the student 
than not obtaining housing at all. The    due to the different number of people 
accommodated in each townhouse, 
Henle, Village A and Nevils complex. 

This “add-drop” process is largely 
responsible for the hurt feelings which 
occur every February. A student may 
suddenly realize that he or she does 
not actually have any close friends 
with whom to live, thus having to 
become up for grabs as a Henle fifth 

or Nevils sixth. Another student may 
find himself in great demand among 
several friends. (Sounds nice, you say? 
Well, it isn’t.) Or worst of all, a happy 
group of four friends may suddenly 
become an unhappy group of three. 

It’s a juggling game, a game in which 
tact takes preference over skill. 

Many students question the actual 
lottery process. Do feasible alternatives 
exist? Is there a better way to fairly 
distribute the housing available on 

campus? The Office of Residence Life 
is well aware of the problems. In its 
booklet “Guide to Housing and Lottery 
83”, the Residence Life staff writes, 

Village B: The ultimate solution (we hope). 
pO 

SUMMER SESSION IN VALENCIA, SPAIN 
THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA 

JULY 2nd — August 18th 
— 1983 — 

— Wide selection of courses 

— Extracurricular activities 

— Final tour through Spain 

For more information, contact: 

Dr. Josep M. Sola-Solé 
Chairman, Modern Languages 

The Catholic University of America 
Washington, D.C. 20064 

PHONE: 635-5240 

  

  

  

  

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
HIGHER EXAMINATION SCORES 

or 
HIGHER GRADES ON YOUR TERM PAPERS 

I. 1983 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 

Many suggestions and addresses of 154 corporations, 41 federal agencies and 19 state 
governments with openings for summer employment or internships. Order now. 
Publication date February 15, 1983. $5.00 

Do you want... 

  

BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON 
THE GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION 

Proven strategies to increase your score. Many sample questions from previous exams. 
228 pages. $5.00 

IL. 
  

  

III. INSIDERS GUIDE TO AN M.B.A: IMPORTANT 
HINTS ON ADMISSION PROCEDURES AND THE 

GRADUATE MANAGEMENT ADMISSION EXAMINATION 
This guide will help! It lists schools that accept part-time students, C+ students, those 
without accounting and the very selective ones. 
190 pages. Bookstore price will be $9.95. 

  

  

  

$7.00 

IV. BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON 

THE LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST 
(Multistate Bar Examination)— Written by an attorney. Actual questions from past 
exams. Many hints. 

  

  

  

  

144 pages. $7.00 

V. HOW TO PREPARE FOR 

THE MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION TESTS 

The best in the field. Don’t take the M.C.A. without this help. 
340 pages. $10.00 

VI. THE TERM PAPER KIT 
413 term papers. Topics from anthropology to zoology. Each term paper has an 
abstract. Actual term papers that received a grade of A- or A during the 1982 academic 
year at the University of Arizona or Arizona State University. Ten pages of rules for 
preparing a bibliography and for proper footnoting. Order the kit, review the topics 
and abstracts, then select one actual term paper which will be sent to you within 10 
days. These are not for resale or reproduction. They are for instructional purposes only. 
Order the kit and see what top students do to get high grades. $10.00 

  

University Research Services 
Department 28 
P.O. Box 7739 
Phoenix, Arizona 85011 

Mail your order to: 

Order by number. Enclose cash, money order or a check. (Checks require 14 days 
additional to clear.) Add $1.00 for postage. If you order two or more items, we will pay 
all mailing charges. 

  

  

      Send me Items I II III IV Vv VI (Circle your choice) 

Name Price of books 
Address Postage 
City State Zip Total 
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Arts 
  

Campus Cultural Event 

  

by Linda M. Rodriguez 
HOYA Asst. Arts Editor | 
  

From February 1 through February 
18 the Georgetown Art Gallery is 
housing a beautiful collection of art 

objects. There are thirty-one works 
ranging from imposing bright-colored 
paintings to sandboxes which resemble 
miniature terrains. The exhibit repre- 
sents the work of three artists: Lea 
Feinstein, John Morrell, and Clifford , 

~ Chieffo. 
The three are Studio Art professors 

in the Department of Fine Arts at 
Georgetown University. The exhibition 
reflects the fact that the artists invovled 
are teachers— Professor Feinstein de- 

scribed it as a “teaching show.” This 
teaching quality is clearly shown in the 
exhibit. Feinstein, who teaches Fun- 
damental Drawing, Figure Drawing, 
and Sculpturing, contributed to the 
show figure drawings, and head and 
body sculptures. Professor Morrell, 

~ who teaches Fundamental Drawing, 

Landscape Drawing and Graphics, 

chose to exhibit lithographs and etch- 
ings in various stages of progress, and 

gouache, oil, and dry point paintings. 

Professor Chieffo, who teaches draw- 
ing and painting in color with various 
mediums, purposefully hung drawings, 

oils, and a small watercolor at the 

exhibit. Perhaps in their choice of 
works the artists tried to satisfy an 

underlying need to show their students 
that not only can they teach art but 

that they can also create art. Most 
definitely Feinstein, Morrell, and 
Chieffo prove their creative abilities in 
the current art exhibit. 

Feinstein’s sculptures dominate the 

Georgetown Art Gallery Show on 
account of their beauty and grace. 
There are nine sculptures in the exhib- 

it: five heads, two whole bodies, and 
two sandboxes. Some of the heads and 
figure sculptures date from 1970, others 

as recently as 1980. Feinstein explains 

that she needs a minimum of 18 hours 
with a model to do a head sculpture 

  

  

  

  

FOR THEME PARKS 

KINGS ISLAND 

KINGS DOMINION 
CAROWINDS | 

« CANADA'S WONDERLAND 

Taft Adcractions 
_ THE LARGEST PRODUCER OF LIVE SHOWS : 

    

   
  

  

Howard University 
University Center, Auditorium 

Friday, February 4; 2:00-5:00 PM 

Catholic University 
Music Buildin 

Saturday, February 12; 12:00-4:00 PM 

i: Singers: 12:00-2:30 PM; 
} Instrumentalists & Specialty Acts: 12:00-4:00 PM     

Dancers: 2:30-4:00 PM 

  

Singers © Dancers ¢ instrumentalists ¢ Technicians 
Variety Performers * $180-250/week 

One round trip air fare wil! be paid to hired performers traveling over 250 miles to the park 

—Contact. Entertainment Dept., Kings Dominion, Box 166, Doswell, VA 23047 

  

  

©Copyright 1982, Taft A 

        

     

    
     

  

   
City 

afe Amaretto Sweepstakes, Dept. 0: 

university at which he/she is registered 

In the event the win- 
ner is a college senior 
and does not elect to 
enroll in a graduate 
program, tuition for     

   
2 
AC G eneral Foods Corporation 1983 

  

Address 

GRAND PRIZE: One student will 
win a free full-year’s tuition. SECOND “%8 
PRIZE: On each college campus, one winner 
will receive $50 towards a romantic dinner for two. SPECIAL BONUS: Bi 
On Valentine's Day, the first 100 students who bring their entry forms | 
to their campus bookstore will receive a red “silk” rose. 
OFFICIAL RULES 1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY...To enter, com- 
pee and deposit the Official Entry Form in the Cafe Amaretto entry 
ox at your participating college bookstore 

2. Alternate means of entry. If you do not wish to, or cannot, visit 
Yours participating bookstore, you ney, ol your omplelad ent i 

P.O. Box 37. 
10046. In addition, print the full name of your college on the Lidl 
left-hand corner of your mailing envelope. You may also enter by 
RA AMAR name and complete address and the words 

ETTO" on a3" x 5" piece of paper. 
3. Enter as often as you like, but each entry must be sent by first- 
class mail (one entry per envelope) or deposited separately. No 
mechanically reproduced entries. All entries must be deposited by 
March 7, 1983 and mail entries received by March 31, 1983 to be 
eligible. Drawing will be held on April 15, 1983 
4. The Grand Prize is one year's college tuition for one person. The 
Grand Prize winner will be selected in a random drawing from all 
entries received prior to the deadline by Marden-Kane, Inc. an inde- 
pendent judging organization whose decisions are final. Prize pay- 
ment will be made in the winner's name directly to the college or 

submission and verification of documents identifying the winner as a 
registered student, as well as required invoices for tuition payment 

38 

AS 

Dept., 1932 Hi Ave, Cinci i, OH 45219 

  

| Howtobearomantic 
| andkissnextyearstuition | 

good-bye. 
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM : 

Name 

State. 

  

Zip 

Trem my 
\_ Internarional Cof flees 

ew York, 

college 

Payment will be made upon 

  

GENERAL FOODS" INTERNATIONAL COFFEES. 
MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR. 

Enter today! 

  

   

  

the current year will be reimbursed. Taxes, if any, are sole responsi- 
bility of winner. No transfer, exchange or substitution of prize. Grand 
Prize winner will be notified by mail and will be required to sign an 
Affidavit of Eligibility and Release. Odds of winning the Grand Prize 
ge end upon the number of entries received 

rom each participating college, one winner of a $50.00 gift certif- 
To for a dinner for two will be selected in a random drawing. Odds 
of winning depend upon the number of entries received at each 

6. Special bonus: 100 handcrafted roses will be handed out at par- 
ticipating bookstores on Valentine's Day, February 14, 1983, to the 
first 100 students that deposit their entry forms that day. 
7. Sweepstakes open only to registered college students 18 years of 
age and older who are residents of the United States and are from 
participating colleges, except employees (and their families) of 
General Foods Corporation, its affiliates, subsidiaries, agencies and 
Marden-Kane, Inc. Void where prohibited by law. All federal. state 
and local laws and regulations 2pbly. 
8. All winners will be notified by mail provided the winning partici- 
pants are available at the addresses shown on their entry blanks, or P 
have furnished sweepstakes officials with the proper forwarding : 
address prior to the date of the drawing 3 
9. For a list of the Grand Pris and gift certificate winners, mail a 

and if she is doing a sculpture from her 
imagination, she needs even longer. In 
the current show, there are both 
types— those done from a model and 
from the imagination. For example, 

the Quaker Portrait in bronze is really 
the portrait of a friend. Then there are 
sculptures which seem god-like and 
from a distant past; they are the 

Egyptian Head in terra cotta and the 
Circe in terra cotta and feathers. The 
god-like quality of these sculptures 
must come from Feinstein’s strong feel- 
ings about sculpture. She says, “Sculp- 
tures are like icons, they are to be 
worshipped.” She further explains that 
sculpture was cause for awe and venera- 
tion in primitive African culture and 
art. Then she state, “I love black 
people's heads, they are so sculptural!” 
Feinstein’s sandboxes represent her 
most recent sculptural work. There 
are two of these in the show. One is 
named White Theater and is made * 

from bones, stones, shells, wood, send, 
and cement—all materials collected 

from the beach. The other box is 
called Gathering and is constructed 
from similar materials as White 
Theater, except for Gathering, Fein- 
stein included shells bought at a toy 
store. Nevertheless, no matter where 
the materials come from, her aim for 
building these sandboxes is to “recreate 

atmosphere.” She explains that the 
atmosphere of the beach is chaotic 
and that in her sandboxes, she reor- 

ganizes the beach. It is as though she 
organizes the shiny pebbles and shells 
of the beach, so we may admire their 

beauty more distinctly and easily. Also, 

as in Gathering, Feinstein attempts to 
create terrain, and this she does very 

. effectively. Gathering perfectly re- 
sembles a pine forest on a hill—it is 

- like God's view from the sky. 
Feinstein also included in the show 

four paintings. The oldest, dating from 
1972, is a Female Nude done in conte 

crayon which gives the drawing brick- 
like tones. The Royal Family, done in 
1977, is the product of a Halloween 
costume party where they posed for 
the artist. The completed figures, exe- 
cuted in sumi ink, resemble jesters at a 
royal court. Another work, Whale 

River Show dates from 1981 and is a 
torn paper college. Feinstein has ex- 

perimented with colleges since 1979. 
Also, she has done many self-portraits, 
one of these hangs at the exhibit. 

  

  

23 stamped, self-addressed 
envelope to: Cafe 
Amaretto Winners, 

gt PO. Box No. 226, New 
York, NY 10046 

            

Deposit coupon at: UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 

Lea Feinstein's “Circa”. 

Three Professors Present Works In Healy Art Show 
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Self-Portrait with Paisley Scarf in 
charcoal and in craypas is another 
attempt by the artist to “find out what 
I look like.” She says, “I never try to 
prettify” and explains that she looks 
fat in her self-portrait because she was 
painting in her attic at the time where 
it was only 45 degrees Fahrenheit, and 

so she was wearing a coat and a scarf 
to keep warm. 

John Morrell completed his under- 
“graduate work at Georgetown Univer- 
sity and received his Master of Fine 
Arts from George Washington Uni- 
versity. For some years, Morrell 
worked as a part-time teacher in both 

George Washington and Georgetown 
University. Then in 1981, he joined 
Georgetown as a full-time professor. 
He now teaches various drawing classes 
and design in graphics, and his work in 

the Art Gallery reflects the work he 
does with his classes. 

Eleven works by Morrell hang at the 
Gallery. Morrell tries in his works to 

“investigate subject by different med- 
iums” and to use techniques to see 
which ones work better according to 

subject. An example of this is Late 
Light, an oil on linen, which is ac- 
curately echoed in Late Light, a litho- 
graph. A lithograph is made by using a 
polished: stone, oil pencils, and ink, 

while an etching is made by using a 

metal sheet, wax, and a bath of acid. 
Morrell teaches both this techniques 
to his students, and therefore, he 
included examples of them in the show. 
His trio of Rockport Quarry etchings 
are a perfect instructive illustration. 
This set of etchings ranges from a 
simple, incompleted print to a more 
detailed and drawn print, and finally a 
double intaglio which is really two 
prints, one of black ink and another of 
brown ink, superimposed. Three other 

works are by gouache technique: 
Streambed; Great Falls; Great Falls; 

and Forest Light. Gouache entails 

- Maine areas.” 

darkening the paper first whith thinned- 
out black watercolor paint and then 
placing details on the dark by using 
white paint. These works were done 
out on site each taking about three or 
four hours of undisturbed work. Mor- 

rell explains that these gouache 'draw- 
ings were done in the past year and a 
half, and through them he intends to 

“investigate space and light of wooded 

and quarry scenes in the Potomac and 
He says that he does 

most of his work in summer so as to 

  Sculptures on display. 
  

have plenty of time to dedicate to his 
students during the school year. And 
when asked what technique he prefers, 
he answers, "I like the rich texture and 

value of etching, the soft effect of 
lithographs, and the soft and spon- 

taneous quality of gouache.” Since he 
enjoys working in many mediums, he 

continues to experiment with many of 
them and to increase the number of 

his works. Presently, he is working on 
a large series of gouache drawings for 
a single exhibition. Another number 
of ‘his works, and works by Feinstein, 
are currently being exhibited at the 
Addison/Ripley Gallery. 

John Morrell also talked about the 
Georgetown ‘Art Gallery located in 
the basement of Healy Building. The 
University Center is in charge of the 
Gallery. The Center was responsible 
for the refurbishing of the Gallery in 
the Spring of 1982, and, because of 
such renovation, the present faculty 

being the first in ten years. The Fine 
Arts Department hopes to establish a 
pattern of one faculty show per year. 

Up until now there have been student 
shows, which are done on the basis 

that they are educational and encour- 
aging, and visiting artists exhibits— the 
two previous ones were Figure Studies 
by Ruth Ansel and Portraits: People 
and Objects by Wendy Rogers. Also, 
majors in Studio Arts must, as part of 

artists will be exhibited. 
Clifford Chieffo who has taught art 

for many years at Georgetown Uni- 
versity received his Masters in Fine 
Arts and Fine Arts Education at 
Columbia University Teachers College 
in 1963. He held a teaching fellowship 
in Positano, Italy in 1963 and was part 
of the Ford Artist in Residence Pro- 
gram in 1965. Chieffo has taught at the 
Corcoran School of Art; and the Uni- 
versity of Maryland. Besides teaching, 
Chieffo is the Curator for the George- 
town University Art Collection. Cur- 
rently, Chieffo has seven paintings 
exhibited in the Georgetown Art Gal- 
lery. A tiny watercolor, Booth Bay 
Harbor, although the smallest object 
in the exhibit, is full of a foreboding. 
dark atmosphere, warning of a coming 

the diary of a 1820 painter. Chieffo 
was working with the diary of this 19th 
century artist, and in this diary, there 
was a list of art books the painter had 
read. Chieffo read the books listed in 
the diary and the result is Booth Bay 

Harbor, a contemporary watercolor 
with the air of a 19th century miniature. 
Four of the other paintings converge 
around the theme of Toby. Both 
Chieffo's father and daughter are 
named Toby, and the father was a 
taylor in Italy before he moved to 

Florida. Study for Three Sleeves for 
Toby's Coat and Study for Toby's 
Coat, both in mylar and pencil on 
paper, were executed in the 1970's and 
are based on the design books of 

Chieffo’s father. Basically, both studies 
are detailed clothes patterns with the 

mylar, a smooth silver like material. 
highlighting them. Pattern for Toby's 
Ivy League Coat and Pattern for Toby's 
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ELLEN J.—Happy Valentine's Day 

to a great roommate! —RME. 

CARRIE. Happy Hearts Day. See 
you in May. Wish you were here. 

Love, TOM. 

LORI B... What a vroom-getting a 
Valentine in the HOYA ... Have a 

Great Valentine's Day! ... RME. 

RICHARD—"“Contained in Every- 
thing | do there's a love, | feel for 

you.” Happy Valentine's Day. Robin. 

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY, 
HOYAS!—Tom McCarthy and Linda 
Christie, candidate, President and 
Vice-President, Student Govern- 

ment. 
Mary P.... Surprise! | told you | 
would buy some ads . . . Happy Val- 

entine’s Day!... Your newest wri- 

ter, “Rosie” 

TO MY DEAREST A.O. Love is a 

flame burning in the quiet night like 
the touch of your hand, soft and 

light. You are my strength, you are 
my power, Warm me Awesome One, 

every hour. Love always, L.L. 

TO MY FAVORITE HOYA, Happy 

21st, Bill! Love, “Niner-Forty-Niner” 

P.S. No, my brasize is not the same! 

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY, 

HOYAS!—Tom McCarthy and Linda 
Christie, candidate, President and 
Vice-President, Student Govern- 
ment. 

  

  

  

  

  

        

T.R.W. The last 2 weeks have been 
beautiful—here’'s to many more! 

Love, B.AS.,R.N. P.S.Thisisthe 
1st “personals” I've ever written! 

HAPPY VALENTINE'’S DAY 
MUZZO! | love and miss you, and 

can't wait to see you again! Love, 

OE 

FRED AND DON, My favorite Math 

and Physics students... May 

Valentine's Day bring you happiness 
of INFINITE quantity! —RME. 

SWAN and BUNNY: Here's the 
poop—I just wanted to wish you a 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY! _ .. 
R.M.E. 

M&M: Here's to skating, dancing, 

  

  

GOOD LUCK to the Men's and 
Women's Swim Teams at the Big 

East. (Yes, Georgetown, there is a 
swim team.) All the best. Your 

SWEDISH COMRADE. 

AZUCENA: Truly, a North Country 

girl whose wishes race through the 
house-high hay; let's have some 
tea. HAROLD. 

“FLIP” CASPER wants to be your 

Valentine-Claude Harrison wants to 
be your Vice Valentine. 

| LOVE you, Mom. —PWC. 
DEAREST JO-ANN: Here's a 
Valentine's note for you; it is short, 

but it's true. And this simply is—I 

LOVE YOU! MICHAEL. 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY and Happy 
Hearts Day, Meg! We hope tomor- 

row Eve-ningisgreat . .. almost like 

finding Paradise! And Do Anything 
Mischievous! Love, Cupid's Chicks. 

SUSIE, Happy Valentine's Day to a 
great sister. Thanks for waiting for 
the late hours— MAURY. 

ROSIE—May this be your best 

Valentine's Day— MARY. 

FAXON—Keep dreaming, this year 

your prince will come—Happy 
Valentine's Day— MCP. 

BETH—Happy Valentine's. Isn't this 
better than roses? Love, ELLIE. 

SHEA—Love you much! WAY. 

Ellen J .. Happy Valentine's 
Day to a great roommate... Re- 
member me when you write your 

book! ... RME 

SUSAN, GREG, CHRIS, CHAR, 
LUIS... (I'm too cheap to buy sepa- 

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

and 2 wonderful friends with big 

hearts! Happy Valentine's Day— 

today and every day! Love to both, 
S. 

D.T.—"My door is always open. The 

light's on in the hall. And you know 
that I'll be waiting, when you finally 

  

  

come to call.” Love, SHORTIE. 

P-Promises, promises... Feb. 
16th—let’'s spend it together! 
SOTTILE. 
  

THERE WAS A YOUNG MAN at 

G.U. An SFS at heart, it's true. His 
sick friend was in bed. He went 

drinking instead. Now who's the 
sicker of the two? 

—ENW for ESW 

Christie, candidate, President and 

Vice-President, Student Govern- 

rate ads)...Happy Valentine's 
Day! ... Rosemarie 

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY, 
HOYAS!—Tom McCarthy and Linda 
Christie, candidate, President and 
Vice-President, Student Govern- 
ment. 

BUNNY, Smidgen, Daddy, Petey, 

Little Boy, Sir, J'ai toujours faim de 
toi and ti amo pazzamente. Forever 

yours, Lisa, Mom, bon ésclave. 

TO IGGY EVERT: You're my one 
and only “Ethnic Girl”. Long live 
your “native” country. Love, M.H. 

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY, 
HOYAS!—Tom McCarthy and Linda 

ment.     
  

  

art show was possible—this show’ 

their senior thesis, design and complete 
the work for an individual show. Next 
year, when the Fine Arts Department 
moves to the Walsh Building, a new, 
bigger gallery will be built where the art 
works of students, faculty, and visiting 

storm. This watercolor is inspired on 
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On The Town: 
  

Two Award Winning Plays 

  

by Don Murphy. 
HOYA Arts Editor 
  

Imagine what it would be like to 
have to live everyday of your life 
without being able to hear a sound. 

Imagine further how you would feel if 

you were deprived of the ability to 
speak. unable to communicate. The 

1980 Broadway play Children of a 

Lesser God attempted to explore the 
world of the deaf and the mute, and 

walked off with Tony Awards (the: 

  

© counterparts of the Academy Awards 

for the New York stage) for Best Actor, 

Best Actress and for Best Play of the 
Year. It has since arrived in Washing- 
ton and is appearing for a limited 

engagement at the Warner Theatre. 
The insightful play, written by play- 

wright Mark Medoff, tells of an inde- 
pendent deaf woman, Sarah Norman, 
who cannot hear a sound. Rebelling 
against those “hearing” persons who 

would attempt to make her into some- 

thing she is not. Sarah refuses to be 
taught how to speak, instead choosing 

to relate: to the world via sign lan- 

guage. Misunderstood by her parents 
(her father walked out on the family 
when he discovered that she was deaf) 
Sarah stubbornly refuses to allow any 

of her teachers to get close to her. 

Enter one James Leeds, a speech 

professor. who is given the not-so- 
enviable task of helping Sarah learn to 

speak. He doggedly keeps at his task, 
hoping that by getting close to Sarah 
he will ‘be able ‘to make Her tide Him 
and ‘open herself up more. He gets too 
close however, and falls in love with 
the vulnerable girl. Their stormy rela- 

tionship is plagued by an uncaring 
world: an overbearing boss, a radical 

deaf man who wants to obtain equal 

rights for the deaf at any price, a 

fellow pupil who also develops feel- 

ings for her teacher, and, most of all, 
an. overwhelming inability to com- 

municate. : 
Besides the incredibly overpower- 

ing ‘emotions put forth by the actors 

throughout the ‘play, one is immed- 

iately struck by the stark simplicity of 
the stage itself. A: group of three long 

benches constitutes the entire scenery, 
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Return To Warner Theatre 
at times doubling for a terrace, a class- 

room, a living room, an Italian Res- 
taurant, and a duck pond. The talent 

of the actors in creating their charac- 

ters was magnified by the contrast 
with these barren sets. 

Rico Peterson, a certified interpreter 
of sign language, stars as James Leeds. 
The audience is meant to identify with 
him as the only likeable hearing person 
in the play. His voice is constantly 

interpreting the signs of the other 

people in the play, especially the 

completely silent Sarah. Jackie Kinner, 
as the volatile Sarah, is deaf in real 
life, and manages to brilliantly extract 
the sympathy of the audience. Her one 
complaint in life, we so poignantly 

discover, is that she is not as happy 

being deaf as she pretends. She can 
never communicate for herself since 
someone must always relay her words. 

Yet, despite this complaint, she man- 
ages to communicate wonderfully with 
us, reaching out and grabbing at our 

, heartstrings. That is why Children of a 
Lesser God is so acclaimed: it manages 
to relate to us an experience that we 

will, fortuantely, never have to experi- 
ence ourselves, that of being com- 
pletely and totally alone. 

Da, on the other hand, relates an 

experience that we all wish we could 

forget, that of growing up and having 
to deal with parents who don’t under- 
stand themselves, much less you. In 

the production currently running at 
nearby Trinity Theatre, Jo Glenn plays 
the title character, a charming if in- 
consequential old Irishman from the 

streets of Dublin, who has just passed 
away. But even death cannot stop the 
irritiating Da; who returns from the 

grave to haunt his only son, Charlie. 
Hugh Leonard's witty play also won 

numerous awards, including the Tony 

Award for Best Play, this time of 1978. 

PREPARE FOR 

MCAT.LSAT-GMAT 

     
* father. 

  

This set is also relatively simple, the 
kitchen-living room of a corporation 

house in Suburban Dublin. The stage 

also gets to pass for offices, a beach, 
and a city street. Charlie, played mar- 

velously by Gregory Christopher, the 
best performer in the show, returns to 
Dublin after his Da’s funeral in order 

to clean things up and put the past 
behind him. He discovers that that is 
easier said than done, as his father’s 
ghost returns to playfully taunt him. 

The stage then provides the setting 
for a number of flashbacks involving a 
younger Charlie, his mother, and 

We learn that Charlie was 

adopted and illegitimate. We see the 

callousness of his mother, his father’s 
ignorance and petty foibles. We see 

how he tried to lose his virginity for 
the first time, and how he got—and 
lost— his first job. We see the cama- 
raderie that exists between Charlie 

and his best pal Oliver, and the un- 
deniable fondness and respect he held 
for Da, even with all his faults. In 

short, we learn that, for better or 

worse, our pasts will always be around 

to haunt us. Da is fun because it is one 
moment sad, the next warm, and the 

next fun. The play also gains a certain 

"intimacy too in its move from Broad- 
way to Community Theatre. One feels 
much closer to Charlie and the situa- 

tions that he encounters. Irish or not, 

at some point in his life, each one of us 
has gone through what Charlie has. 

are colalges of mind pictures, an en- 
semble of memories artistically bal- 
anced to create a finished painting. 
Both paintings are named Return of 

the Blue because they represent 

Chieffo’s literal return to painting with 
the color blue. As a young artist, 
Chieffo often painted all in blue, but 
then he decided to exclude blue from 
his paintings and instead use white as 
the predominant color. Now, with these 

last two productions, Chieffo has re- 

turned to the use of the color blue. 

Friday, February 11, 1983 

  

The HOYA, Page 9 
  

Chieffo’s paintings are impressive, not 
only for their size but for their bright 
coloration and original composition. 

Paul J. McCarren, S.J., graduate of 
Fordham University and Woodstock 
College is the present chairman of the 
Fine Arts Department. He, as did 
Morrell, pointed out the importance 

of the exhibition, since it was the first 

in ten years. Talking of the opening 
night reception on February 1st, he 

said, "I was glad for the success and 

glad that the faculty came.” He ex- 
plained that the exhibition served as a 
reminder that there were producing 

artists on campus and as a reminder 
that the Fine Arts Department is mov- 
ing forward. The reception for the * 
exhibit took place in the beautifully 
restored Riggs Library in Healy Build- 
ing. Around 450 people attended and 
as McCarren observed, "it served to 
reestablish communication among the 
faculty.” 

  

continued from page &§ 

Florida Coat are recent works and 
both explore the same Toby theme. 
Throughout the Ivy League Coat there 

is a black and white tweed weave, an 

especially effective design in a painting 

concerning clothing, and in the Florida 
Coat the predominant color is blue. 

Professor Chieffo explained how these 
two paintings trace a change in his 
father’s lifestyle. The Ivy League Coat 
represents the father as a taylor in 
Italy designing somber, strict-lined 
coats, and the Florida Coat, with all its 

fresh, sea-like blue, represents the easy 
going life of Florida. The other two 
works, also oils on linen, are named 
Return of the Blue and Return of the 

Blue II. The Blues are stream-of- 

consciousness paintings, that is, they 

our 
44th 
Year 

| SAT -ACT-DAT-GRE -CPA 
+ Permanent Centers open days, 

evenings and weekends. 
* Low hourly cost. Dedicated full- 

time staff. 
* Complete TEST-n-TAPESMfacilities 

for review of class lessons and 
supplementary materials. 

* Classes taught by skilled 
instructors. 

* Opportunity to make up missed 
lessons. 

¢ Voluminous home-study materials 
constantly updated by research- 
ers expert in their field. 

* Opportunity to transfer to and 
continue study at any of our 
over 85 centers. 

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE 
GRE PSYCH & BIO © MAT « PCAT  OCAT = VAT « TOEFL 

     
    

    

     

                                    

   
   

  

     

    

   

     

  

     

     
   
     

    

   

      
   
    

   

   

  

   

    

   

  

d can win a 10-day Australian} 
on luxurious Pan Am clippér jets 
tay in style at Sheraton Hotels. 

0 enter contest win free admissionto ~~ 
7 of “THE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER” 

ers, soundtrack albums, and special movie edition books 
  

  
  
    

  

  
  

  
TERNATIONAL sus CAMBRIDGE FILMS grecent 
OWES - GEORGE MILLER production 2 

RK DOUGLAS - JACK THOMPSON i» 

IGRID THORNTON LORRAINE BAYLY : 
N Sarsenpiay JOHN DIXONand FRED CUL CULLEN 

BIMON WINCER wmuic BRUCE ROWLAND 
OWES pina GEORGE MILLER 

£68 BE ieth Century. Pox Rel 
ib i $3 Twentieth Century Fox a io 

OPENING SOON AT A THEATRE NEA 
YOU CAN ENTER “THE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER“ GREAT ADVENTURE CONTEST AT: 

LOCATION: WROX Studios, Copley Basement DATES: Now through Feb. 14. 

TIME: 8:00 a.m. —8:00 p.m. SPONSOR: WROX 

      

  

MSKP « NMB « VQE © ECFMG * FLEX © NDB  NLE 
may Call Days, Eves & Weekends 

i onde 244.1456 
EDUCATIONAL CENTER 4201 Connecticut Ave, NW, 
TEST PREPARATION Washington, D.C. 20008 

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 

  

  

  

    
= Shampoo, Cut & Blow-Dry 

Regularly $12 

‘Now *10 
thru March 12, 1983 with this ad. 

i No coupons accepted for requests and appointments. 
a TE ED SE GE SN CG CN GA Sm 

Other services available include Permanents, 
Tinting & Hennas 

For men and women 

OUOOIES 
Haircutters 

2020 K Street, N.W. 659-5005 
2400 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. 338-0909 

205 Pennsylvania ‘Ave., S.E. [On Capitol Hill] 543-1245 

All Locations Open Sundays 
No Appointments Necessary 

Long Hair & Additional Work Slightly Higher. 
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for a Great Low Price 

Happy Hour Hor D'oeuvres 4 — 7 pm 

Remember: snacks go down real good 

with a few cold beers! 

GOOD TIMES AND AND BETTER PRICES 

all yours at the 

FISH MARKET 
Canal Square, "M” st. & 31st, NW. 

(just like the one in Old Town!) 
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by Jeff Scharpf 
HOY A Sports Editor 

  

Despite yet another turnover-filled 
performance, the Hoyasof Georgetown 
fought off a second half DePaul rally 
to defeat the Blue Demons, 71-65, 
Sunday afternoon in the Capital Cen- 
tre. Georgetown shot an incredible 63 
percent for the afternoon while holding 
DePaul to 45 percent shooting and 
forcing 17 turnovers. 
+ DePaul was unable to handle 
Georgetown’s pressure defense, pre- 

ferring to get the ball over halfcourt 
‘and stop, without attacking the Hoya 
defense. “Our shot selection was hor- 
rible,” said DePaul Coach Ray Meyer. 
“We played like we were scared to 
death. We practiced alot against the 
press, but its much different in a game 
situation. I'd press every team in the 
country if all they would do is get the 
ball over halfcourt and stop.” 
Georgetown almost let a 17-point 

lead with 16 minutes remaining shrink 

to nothing. De Paul closed to within 
54-49 with nine minutes remaining, 

and Coach Thompson instructed the 
Hoyas to go into a spread offense. 
~ The Blue and gray sank only two 
field goals in the final nine minutes, 
relying primarily on the free throw 

~. shooting of David Wingate (nine of 11 
down the stretch, 13 of 15 in the game) 
to keep the Blue Demons at bay. 
Georgetown had to play the final 7:35 
without freshman guard Michael Jack- 
son (six points), the key component of 
the Hoya delay game. 
Thompson was not: terribly con- 

cerned that once again the young and 
inexperienced Hoyas had nearly let a 
game seemingly in their grasp slip 
away (remember Syracuse). “I don’t 
think our kids are robots. I've seen 
teams like the Celtics lose a lead, too. 
You always wish you could bury 

~ teams.’ 
© However, i not for a crucial pla play 
that occurred with 4:23 remaining in 

' the game, the game may have had a 
different ending. After hitting the first 
end of one-and-one Anthony Jones 
shot an airball that just barely grazed 
the net. Gene Smith raced in and 
saved the ball to Pat Ewing 20 points). 

Smith then scored the Hoyas final 

hoop on a twisting, driving layin, giving 

Georgetown a 61-53 lead with 4:11 
remaining. One problem though. Rules 

specify that a free throw which does: 
not hit the rim or backboard is turned 
over on possession to the opposing 
team. 

The Blue Demons could have closed 

within four when Tony Jackson hit 
two free throws twenty-two seconds, 

yet the lead was still six. This may 
have made the difference in a game as 
close as this. 

Fortunately for the Hoyas, Smith 
was smart enough to keep hustling 
until he heard an officials whistle. 

“You have to be smart about those 
type of plays,” said Thompson with a 
chuckle and a smile. 

Georgetown had opened up a eight- 
point halftime lead, mainly on the play 
of Wingate (10 points) and a resurgent 
Anthony Jones (10 points). Jones, who 
played perhaps his best game of the 

season, wound up with 13 points in 
only 23 minutes of playing time. 

The Hoyas came out smoking in the 
second half, and a 13-4 run led by 

Ewing's nine points (including two 
thunderous slams, one on an alley-oop 
from Michael Jackson) gave George- 
town a 17-point lead with 15:44 re- 
maining. 

Yet the DePaul kids (three freshmen 

starting) never quit. Led by the shoot- 

ing of Tony Jackson, DePaul went on 
a 17-5 streak, closing the deficit to 
56-51 with 7:51 remaining. 

* kkk 

GAME NOTES: Patrick Ewing re- 
bounded from two sub-par perform- 
ances with ‘a 20 point, nine rebound, 

six blocked shot performance... To- 
morrow the Hoyas face the hated 
Orangemen of Syracuse. Whatever you 

do don’t where orange, or you may be 

mauled. Speaking of the Orangemen, 
rumor has it that within a week they 

will announce that Dwyane “the Pearl” 

Washington plans to attend Syracuse. 
Washington, out of Boys and Girsl 
High School, is considered by many to 
be the top player in the nation. He is 

currently averaging 38 points and 6 
assists per game. 

  

  

Slake’s Intramural Report 
  

by Francis Slakey 
HOYA Asst. Sports Editor 
  

Dr. Feelgood took it to Nike last 

Saturday morning and 2nd St. Mary’s 
forced Darnall to suffer it’s first loss of 

the season last week to bury my predic- 

tions of two weeks ago and destroy 
Slake’s Grapevine. i 

Mark Kot’s 12 point performance 
for Dr. Feelgood erased Nike's chance 
for the finals in the 32-23 upset which 
now opens up the men’s independent 

Patrick Ewing says “No You Don't” to cheap-shot artist Kevin Williams. 

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,    

  

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

  
Michael Jackson leaves Kenny Patterson (10) reaching for air. 

Harriers Tuned For Big East 
  

by Pat Tadie 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

The Georgetown Men's track team 

had two first-place finishes and several 
other fine performances at last week- 

she s Princeton Relays. Coach Joe 
Lang's Hoyas are gearing up for the 

championship season which begins in 
two weeks with the Big East Con- 

ference meet at Madison Square 

Garden in New York. 
The Distance Medley Relay won 

the championship event with a time of 
10:03:39. Pat Kelty led off with his 
fastest 880, clocking 1:55.1. Chris 
Covington ran a :50.3 440, followed by 
John Sullivan's 3:14 in the three-fourths 
mile run. Sophomore Kevin King ran 
a personal best in the mile to pull the 

Hoyas to victory, clocking an excellent 
4:03.7. The other winning relay was 
the Sprint Medley, which was timed in 
3:33.5. Pat McCabe led off with a 
:51.2, followed by 220 splits of :23.1 by 

Dean’ Olawski and of :23.8 by Lloyd | 

Gellineau. Aubrey McKithen anchored 
the relay with a 1:55.4 half-mile split. 

“Those teams ran well,” stated Lang. 

“Several of the guys are sick or have 

  

race. Then the underdogs of 2nd St. 

Mary's held off 6th Darnall in the final 
minutes to win, 29-24. ; 

The St. Mary’s bunch earned the 

chance to play Darnall in the playoffs 

by defeating 8th Harbin, 38-35, in a 
matchup that made the court come 

alive with two overtimes and John’s 
terrific officiating. 

For the women, Do It Again took 
the championship behind the play of 

ex-varsity player Kit Hepp, crushing 

Under The Influence, 37-21. Unable 
  

1. Name the National League 
. team with the most World 

' Series victories? How many? 

2. When was the last time the 
Chicago Cubs won the National 
League pennant (Hint: it was a 
long time ago!)? 

3. Who holds the most all-time 
individual NHL records? Who is 
second? 

4. There are five ways a member 

of ‘the offensive team can reach 

first base without his bat touch- 

ing the ball. Name them. 

5. Who were the participants in 
' the famous "Sneaker Game?” 

6. Which was the last team to win 

slowly Iq199 ay), uo ‘OI 
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HOY A Sports Trivia Quiz 
, both the NCAA and NIT cham- 

" pionships in the same year? 

7. Is it possible for a pitcher to win 
and lose the same game? If so, 

how? 

8. During the 1950’s only two 

American League managers led 
their teams to pennants. Who 
were they and what teams did 

they manage? 

9. Which NBA team has the best 

record over an 82 game season? 
What was the record? What 

about the. worst record? 

10. Who was the New York Mets 

first third baseman? 

ANSWERS 
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' to make it into the finals was 3rd New 
North, who lost to Under The Influ- 

ence and Kathy Paprocki’s 13 points, 

17-16. 
The Yates Indoor Relay’s may be 

over a week old but the winning times 

have not changed. In the distance 
Medley, the women of 3rd New North 
sprinted for first place, beating 2nd 
place 2nd New South by 13 seconds 
with a time of 7:58.52. For the men it 
was Ist New South taking the title, 

running a 8:33.4, followed almost 

closely by 1st Darnall’s time of 8:56.2. 

Ist New South also took first in the 
sprint medley with a 2:52.63, barely 
outrunning 6th Darnall’'s time of 

2:53.08. In the women's race it was 
naturally 3rd New North with a 3:53.2, 
and lets overlook that 2nd place time. 

“St. Mary's time of 4:03.64 was fast 
enough to give them first place in the 

1600 meter relay. Crossing the line 

second were the men of 2nd Harbin 
running a 4:05.87. Once again the 3rd 
New North Amazons won for the wom- 

en's race, finishing with a 4:53.9. 

In the 800 meter relay the Blazers 

took first with a 1:43.57, with 1st New 
North only fractions behind, sprinting 

in at 1:44.34. To the surprise of none 
of the spectators it was 3rd New North 

who won for the women, recording a 
strong 2:08.78. 

The 1st New South team left 6th 

Darnall 23 seconds behind in the inter- 

mediate relays by running at 5:21.76.’ 
The Women? Gues, and their time 
was 6:34.81. 

Softball and soccer are coming up 
so if you have some players that are 
ready to enter, pick up a sign up sheet 

at Yates starting Monday the 14th. If 
you do not have any players don’t 

worry, it will make it easier on Yates. 

been sick. John Sullivan and Aubrey 

McKithen both have not felt well 

lately.” 

The Mile Relay took fifth place with 
several runners competing in their 
second race. McKithen led off with a 
:50.8 440. Olawski followed with a 

:50.3, McCabe ran a :50.8, and Cov- 

ington ran a :51.7. The other relay 

which competed was the 2-mile Relay, 
which took seventh place. Dick Caton, 

coming off a twisted ankle, opened 
with a 1:56.3 880. John Pedati (1:58.3); 
Phil Franshaw (1:57), and Brian 

McNelis (1:54) also ran legs on the 

relay. “The last three runners came off 

a very hard week of training,” noted 
Lang. “They've all run much faster.” 

In the 3000, senior John Eberle’ 
placed third in 8:20. and freshman 
Mike Regan finished fourth in 8:21.1. 
These times placed the runners fifth 
and sixth on the all-time GU list. 

“We're racing well,” pointed out 
Lang. "Right now we're trying to_get 

everybody healthy. I'm pleased with 
where we're at, though.” 

The Hoyas will be running at Navy 

this weekend. 
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oyas Topple DePaul, Fall Again To St. John’s 
  

by Bill Latham 
  

Chris Mullins 25° points destroyed 
the Georgetown Hoyas Wednesday 
night. The 6-6" sophomore forward 

connected on seven of eleven field 
goals, all from the perimeter, and his 

eleven-for-eleven free throw shooting 

squashed any hopes of a Georgetown 

comeback down the stretch as St. 
John's beat the Hoyas 75-69 in jhe 
Capital Centre. 

Once again the Hoyas failed to score 
out of their set offense, which relies 
heavily on the scoring ability of Patrick 
Ewing inside. Ewing led the Hoyas 
with 21 points and 13 rebounds, but he 
managed to sink only six of ten shots 

inside, and he hit only nine of 18 free 
throws. More importantly, the seven- 
foot sophomore spent nine minutes on 
the bench because of fouls. 

The Redmen traded the lead with 
the Hoyas five times in the opening 12 

minutes of the game, but three Kevin 

Williams jumpers in the next four min- 
utes helped St. John's reel off twelve 
straight points to gain them an 1 [-point 

lead. With 5:23 left in the half, Ewing 
fouled St. John's center Jeff Allen and 
had to spend the rest of the half 
watching from the bench. "That's when 

I'm most comfortable...when he’s 
sitting next to John (Thompson) on 
the bench said St. John's coach Lou 
Carnesecca after the game. 

A string of silly fouls by the Redmen 

let the Hoyas back into the game, 
however, as they scored seven of their 

next 12 points on free throws. Horace 
Broadnax’s jump shot from the top of 

the key dropped through the net as the 

buzzer sounded for the half, and 

Georgetown went into the locker room 
trialing by only two points. 

With the beginning of the second 
half came the fireworks. In the previ- 
ous St. John's-Georgetown game, 

played January 8th in Madison Square 
Garden, the Redmen’s 76-67 victory 

was marked by two fist-fights between 
Ewing and senior St. John’s guard 

Kevin Williams, who told reporters 

after the game that he had just been 
following orders in trying ‘to distract 

Ewing from his game. 

Two-and-a-half minutes into the 
second half, both benches cleared after 
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Wingate and St.’ John's guard Billy 

Goodwin attacked each other. The 
altercation began when Wingate hit 

Goodwin with an elbow while crossing 

the lane. Referees called Goodwin for 
a flagrant foul and ejected him from 

the game. "They should have thrown 

Wingate out . . . he hit me with a cheap 
shot, everybody ' saw that,” said 

Goodwin after game. "They tried to 
establish the upper hand by playing 

physical, but I had to draw the line.” 

Both benches again cleared later in 
the half when Hoya guard Michael 
Jackson collided with Williams while 

jumping for a loose ball rebound. Both 
coaches downplayed the incidents, 
Thompson and his players refusing to 

discuss them while Carnesecca com- 
pared the incidents to subway pushes. 

Williams was more vocal, citing 

several insulting remarks made by fans 
about his family. I thought the fans 

were really lousy,” said Williams. “I 
expected just what I got, very nasty 

treatment . .. but those are fans for 
you." 

Following Goodwin's ejection, 
Georgetown edged out to a four-point 
lead on Wingate's free throw, and at 

16:37, Pat Ewing's three-point play 

gave the Hoyas their biggest lead of 
the game at 49-44. 

Georgetown’s shooters then went 
into a deep freeze. as the Hoyas failed 
to sink a field goal over the next nine 

minutes. St. John’s roared back with a 
17-5 streak to build a lead of seven, 
but Michael Jackson's off-balance 
jumper at 7:25 cut the Redmen’s lead 
back to five, and the Hoyas still seemed 
capable of coming back. 

That was as close as Georgetown 
would come for the next five minutes, 
as Mullin scored eight of the Redmen’s 

next 14 points to keep the Hoyas at 
bay. Patrick Ewing finally brought 

Georgetown to within four at the 2:16 

mark," stealing the ball at midcourt, 
dribbling a few times and throwing 
down a thunderous tomahawk dunk. 

At 1:16 Ewing layed in a missed 

Jackson jumper to narrow the lead to 
three, but that would be as close as the 
Hoyas could get. Ewing then missed a 

free throw, and 20 seconds later he 
foolishly reached 'in on Mullin, com- 
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Simply The Best 
Ralph Sampson will be the greatest basketball player who every lived. As 

Miller High Life is to the Miller Brewing Company, Ralph will be the flagship 

of the National Basketball Association, But it won't happen overnight. it'll be 
five or six years down the road. 

The reason for this is that he comes from a very small town in Harrisonburg, 
Virginia, and has been relatively clositered at the University of Virginia. He's 
never had the opportunity of a Kareem Abdul-Jabbar in the Big Apple. a Wilt 
Chamberlain in the City of Brotherly Love, or a Bill Walton in Tinsel Town, 
where they played against college and pro players on local playgrounds while 
still in their teens. 

That kind of competitive edge matured them to reach their potentials early 

in life. But once Ralph gets his competitive edge through pro ball. he'll be the 

greatest big man that ever played hoops. Great basketball players are made 
from April through October, not November through March. That's when 
they get the edge on the competition. 

That's why it’s called "The City Game.” 

Another reason Ralph is going to need some time is because his upper 
body strength is only now coming through weight training and age. When 

you're 7 foot 4 inches, all the vitamins go vertically rather than horizontally. 

But Sampson is awesome. There is no glaring albatross in his arsenal, He's 

mobile, quick off his feet. He intimidates. He can one-man zone the paint 
(free throw lane), and on the offensive end he can bottom it out from 18 feet. 

He can play facing or with his back to the basket. And. he can put the ball on 
the floor. 

I think, if there is a Nobel Prize out there for setting examples for young 

people, it should belong to Ralph Sampson. He truly has put the degree 

ahead of the moola. Red Auerbach (president and general manager of the 
| Boston Celtics) offered him $400,000 after his freshman year, Dallas offered 

$800,000 after his sophomore year. And last year, the Los Angeles Lakers 

offered him MGM, Warner Brothers, and Columbia Pictures. 

Personally, as a friend, I think he was wrong by not going ‘pro last year, 
because he lost one of his chess tools, which was his final year in college. 

Now he has to go pro. He will not get one of the media cities, the glamour 
cities, like New York or Los Angeles. 

But give the kid credit. He's living in the age he’s at, enjoying the moment 
he's in. Not enough people do that. 

Another thing. He's getting a degree in communications, and it's no back 
| door or side door thing. Hels got one of the prestige rooms on the lawn. 

For years people went to see Thomas Jefferson's university, Monticello 
and all that goes with it. Well, Sampson has pushed Jefferson off the lawn. 

For four years, it has become Ralph Sampson's, not. Thomas Jefferson's. 
university. 

After he leaves, Virginia goes back to a nice, comfortable. academic 
environment again. They've had their run. their Miller Time. won the NIT, 

been to the Final Four of the NCAA. And I believe they'll be taking their last 

March. 

Sampson is a lot like Kareem. Quiet, intelligent, his own man. He likes to 

cook spaghetti, he makes some of his own clothes, likes to play softball on a 
mixed team, guys and girls. And he likes tennis, and when he gets to the net, 

he changes the racquet from his left to right hand, so there’s no possible way 

you can get the ball by him. 

The closeness of his family is unbelievable. I spoke to his mother once. 
She's a cutter in a pan factory. She told Ralph, “If you want to stay (in 
college) another year, I'll work another year in the pan factory.” Thanks, 

Mom. But after this year, they could own that pan factory. 

* kk 

NOTE: Sampson had possibly his best individual effort of the season scoring 
35 points, grabbing 17 rebounds and rejecting six shots in leading fourth 
ranked Virginia to a 98-81 victory over ninth rank Louisville, in a nationally     televised game last Saturday. 

heavyweight trip to Albuquerque. New Mexico, for the “Final Four” in late     
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